Build a Hi-Performance Converter for 2 Meters
Service: What to Do about Color TV Herringbones
DXing the India-Pakistan Powderkeg
Build a Telephone Message Repeater
The Truth about Careers in Aerospace Electronics!

Build This ALL-PUR
for Your Test Bench!
You get more for your money from NRI—

America's oldest and largest Electronic, Radio-Television home-study school

Compare. You'll find—as have so many thousands of others—NRI training can't be beat. From the delivery of your first lessons in the remarkable, new Achievement Kit, to "bite size," easily-read texts and carefully designed training equipment... NRI gives you more value.

Shown below is a dramatic, pictorial example of training materials in just one NRI Course. Everything you see below is included in low-cost NRI training. Other major NRI courses are equally complete. Text for text, kit for kit, dollar for dollar—your best home-study buy is NRI.

All this is yours—from Achievement Kit to the only Color TV specifically designed for training—when you enroll for NRI's TV-Radio Servicing course. Other courses are equally complete. But NRI training is more than kits and "bite-size" texts. It's also personal services which have made NRI a 50 year leader in the home-study field. Mail the postage-free card today.

Approved under GI BILL
If you served since Jan. 31, 1955, or are in service, check GI line in postage-free card.

www.americanradiohistory.com
GET A FASTER START WITH NRI’S NEW EXCLUSIVE ACHIEVEMENT KIT

The day your enrollment is received your Achievement Kit will be on its way to you. It contains everything you need to make an easy, fast start in the Electronics training of your choice. This attractive, new starter kit is an outstanding, logical way to introduce you to home-study the way NRI teaches it . . . backed by a dedicated staff and the personal attention you should expect of a home-study school. It is your first special training aid . . . designed to make your adventure into Electronics absorbing, meaningful. Your Achievement Kit contains your first group of lesson texts; rich vinyl desk folder to hold study material; the industry’s most complete Radio-TV Electronics Dictionary; valuable reference texts; lesson answer sheets; envelopes; pencils, pen; engineer’s ruler—even postage. No other school has anything like it.

OVER 50 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP

LEARNING BECOMES AN ABSORBING ADVENTURE WITH NRI TRAINING KITS

What better way to learn than by doing? NRI pioneered and perfected the “home lab” technique of learning at home in your spare time. You get your hands on actual parts and use them to build, experiment, explore, discover. Electronics come alive! NRI invites comparison with training equipment offered by any other school. Begin NOW this exciting, practical program. It’s the best way to understand the skills of the finest technicians—and make their techniques your own. Whatever your reason for wanting to increase your knowledge of Electronics . . . whatever your field of interest . . . whatever your education . . . there’s an NRI instruction plan for you, at low tuition rates to fit your budget. Get all the facts about NRI training plans, NRI training equipment. Fill in and mail the attached postage-free card today.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Washington, D.C. 20016.

IN ELECTRONICS TRAINING

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council

NEW COLOR TV
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Prepare now for a successful future!

266 ICS COURSES

Earn more money, enjoy greater security and faster promotion—and gain all the satisfaction of doing a job well that you like to do. Check the list of 266 ICS career opportunities for a better future. You receive individual instruction, success-proved training you can apply immediately. And you earn the famous ICS diploma! Don't waste time! Send the coupon today for FREE information on a brighter career the ICS way!

LEADERS IN THE ICS

ACCOUNTING

Professional Accounting

Mortgage Collectors

Computer Accounting

International Correspondence Schools

Accounting (U.S.A.)

Accounting (Canada)

Accounting for Business Programs

Auditing

Business Law (U.S.A.)

Cost Accounting

CPA Review (U.S.A.)

General Accounting

Federal Taxation

General Business Accounting

Junior Accounting

Office Accounting

Practical Accounting

Public Accounting

Small Business Accounting (U.S.A.)

Stating and Managing a Small Accounting Service (U.S.A.)

ART

Advertising Artist

Commercial Art

Cartooning

Illustration

Advertising Layout

Interior Decoiling and Design

Oil Painting

Show Card and Sign Painting and Designing

ARCHITECTURE

Architectural Drawing and Designing

Architecture

Building Contractor

Building Estimator

Building Maintenance

Carpeting and Millwork

House Planning and Interior Design

Masonry

Painting Contractor

Reading Architects' Blueprints

BUSINESS

Assessment

Commercial Art

Cartooning

Illustration

Advertising Layout

Interior Decoiling and Designing

Oil Painting

Show Card and Sign Painting and Designing

Indoor Foremanship Management

Industrial Supervision Personnel-Labor
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I was interested in a program of independent study. Send me, without cost, your booklet on the principles of success. I sample text demonstrating famous ICS method, and your catalog for
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Take your first step... Mail this coupon today—ICS, Scranton, Pa. 18515

7X312A

I'm interested in a program of independent study. Send me, without cost, your booklet on the principles of success. I sample text demonstrating famous ICS method, and your catalog for

Print name of course. See list.)

Canadian residents: Send coupon to Scranton, Ill. Our affiliate in Canada will reply in Montreal. Use P.O. Box 418, Montreal.
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E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
WASECA, MINNESOTA 56093
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Johnson put it all together.

- low band and high band channels in any combination
- base and mobile operation with built-in power supply
- auto-scan with push-button "lock out" plus manual "lock in"

new
Duo-Scan™
$169.95

Eight VHF FM channels, in any combination of high and/or low band, keep you on top of all the action. Operates mobile or base with performance features previously found only in professional public safety radio equipment. Two ceramic filters give unsurpassed adjacent channel rejection. Integrated circuit symmetrical limiting makes it really quiet. 0.4 μV sensitivity lets you hear what others miss. Powerful transistor audio produces clear, undistorted sound. The new Duo-Scan puts it all together, for just $169.95 (less crystals).

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
WASECA, MINNESOTA 56093
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KEEP PACE WITH SPACE AGE!
SEE MOON SHOTS—LANDINGS,
SPACE FLIGHTS, CLOSE-UP!

AMAZING SCIENCE BUYS
for FUN, STUDY or PROFIT

See moon shots, orbits, stars, craters!

NEW 3⅓
REFLECTOR TELESCOPE

Deluxe Features at economy price 60 to 180X

Amazingly priced! Apollo Space Explorer brings the wonders of the universe up close. 3½ aluminized & overcoated f/10 mirror. Reaches theoretical limits of resolution; definition 60X standard size 1½”; O.D. eyepiece, ½” F. L. 3X adjustable erectar (5X finder telescope); high impact w/pulse locking. 36” hardwood tripod. Included FREE: 272 p. Handbook, star chart. Instructions. Best value.

Stock No. 80,162EB
REG. 3⅓ REFLECTOR TELESCOPE

$59.50 Ppd.

Stock No. 85,096EB
4½” ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTOR TELESCOPE

$74.50 P. O. B.

Stock No. 85,105EB
6½” ASTRONOMICAL REFLECTOR TELESCOPE

$239.50 Ppd.

ALMOST-INVISIBLE ELECTRIC WIRE

Eliminate ugly cord! Pressure cast, low voltage wire-tape (paper thin), makes a permanent bond to any surface. Easily covered w/paint, practically invisible. Great hook up stereo extension speakers connect model railroad, phonographs, doorbells, clocks, etc. Go around doorways, windows, cabinets, under carpeting. A must! Inexpensive, self-adhesive, it's better than fender wire and sold at most home centers.

Stock No. 41,672EB
1½” ELEC wires, spool, connectors, square-angle aplastic, intru. w/ exp. 

$5.50 Ppd.

INFRA RED SENSOR ALARM KIT

Make a sensor alarm window low cost experimental kit. When light ray hits bolted side-sensor LASER (Light Activated Silicon Current Reactor) it causes the integrated circuit to generate a signal which will sound siren, open lock, etc. Intruder, alarm, doorbell; 24” x 20” plastic alarm light kit, w/ infra red filter; wire, resistors, capacitors, translator I.R. FET's, AA cells, not incl.

Stock No. 41,699EB
1ST QUALITY OPAQUE UNDER $3.00

TERRIFIC BUY! Top Quality! Projects brilliant sharp 45’ to 450’ from 4” up to 50’ color, black & white. Illustrations. Reprints all original colors, proportions. Enlarges drawings, photographs, artwork, etc. Revolutionary peanut-size quarter halogen lamp (5100°F, 3000K units available for indoor use, 5600°F for external use). Intelligent reflecting system gives outstanding brilliance in any field free. Can be used upright, inverted, horizontal, Turbo-coder, etc.

Stock No. 71,372EB (1½” x 1½”)

$29.75 Ppd.

AMAZING NEW WANKEL ENGINE KIT

Thrill to the fun of building your own car through motorized development of revolutionary piston-free, Wankel type engine. According to which GM recently paid $50 million to one engine expert, this cold-comes engine experts think economically modifiable to almost any production standards. Replaces piston, cylinder, crank assemblies with rotating disc (sections removed for firing chambers). Smaller than conventional; fewer parts, greater efficiency, same speed with more horsepower. Free: Flashing plug, turbo-coder, belt, shift, intru. w/ exp. and intru. not incl.

Stock No. 71,474EB (4½” x 4½”)

$74.75 Ppd.

MAIL COUPON FOR GIANT FREE CATALOG

148 PAGES—1000’S OF BARGAINS

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 EDCORP BUILDING, BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY 08007

ORDER BY STOCK NUMBER—SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER—MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
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Uncle Tom's Corner

By Tom Kneitel, K2AES/KBG4303

Uncle Tom answers his most interesting letters in this column. Write him at Electronics Illustrated, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.

★ High fidelity went from one track to two, then to four, but TV just keeps rolling along. After they developed color TV they seemed to come to a dead end as far as sales gimmicks go. What's next, 3D TV?

Tim Fitzpatrick
Crawfordsville, Ind.

My crystal ball says first a flat picture tube that will be hung on the wall like a picture in a frame, followed by stereo sound.

★ I happened to be poking around inside my CB rig and noticed that the transmit crystal for CB channel 1 was marked 26.965 mc but the receive rock plainly read 26.510 mc. That's not even within the band limits, what gives?

Greg D. Lorenzo
Rupert, Iowa

The receiver crystal is cut 455 kc lower than the transmit frequency because that's the way a superhet receiver with a 455-kc IF circuit is designed. Don't worry, the set still pulls in CB channel 1 despite the misleading markings. An old-time CB trick was to get your own private bootleg channel outside the crowded CB channels by reversing these two crystals and really transmitting on 26.510, outside of the band. The FCC put a stop to this with stepped-up monitoring of homebrew non-channels.

★ Several issues back you said that you could spot an experimental station by the fact that it had a callsign consisting of the letter K followed by another letter, then 2X and two more letters. What about a station WW2XAE which I hear on about 4.1 mc? It has some elements of your magic formula but seems different.

Mark Fredericks
Cape May, N.J.

There's one in every crowd. Apparently you've stumbled upon one of the few exceptions to my formula. I've heard this station, too. It's on 4141 kc and appears to be aboard a research ship operated by the Lamont Geological Lab of Columbia University. It's the only WW experimental call I've ever heard.

★ Is it possible to use a piece of military surplus gear called the APS-13 on the 420-mc ham band? There seems to be no commercially made gear for this band and I can get an APS-1 on a quickie swap with a buddy of mine.

Harlan Quackenbush
Toledo, Ohio

The APS-13 was a World War II radar unit used in the tail of bombers to pick up approaching enemy aircraft. In fact, it was called Tail End Charlie. It's an outdated jungle of 6J6s which easily can be converted to ham use but it's not effective for this purpose. Your best bet is to pick up some second-hand UHF business-band gear. Some of it comes pretty cheap if you shop around.

★ My husband is a ham operator—one of the mobile breed. He panics me with his annoying habit of driving around with one hand on the steering wheel while he goes on tuning the band, adjusting the volume and pressing the mike button with the other. He reads your column so perhaps you can clue this big clod in before he scatters his precious Collins rig (and me) all over the highway.

Mrs. E.P.
Rolling Hills, Calif.

I recall the old Ode To A Mobile Ham which goes: "He went barrelling down the highway, one hand held Mike and switch."

[Continued on page 12]
RADIO SHACK ISSUES A NEW AND DIFFERENT CATALOG!

FREE
NEW 1972 EDITION

ELECTRONICS FROM A to Z

ANTENNAS • BATTERIES
CAPACITORS • DIODES
EDUCATIONAL KITS
FIBER OPTICS
GRILLE CLOTH
HI-FI SPEAKERS • IC'S
JACKS • KNOBS • L-PADS
MIKES • NEEDLES
OSCILLATORS • P-BOXES
QUADRAC S • RESISTORS
SEMICONDUCTORS
TELEPHONES
ULTRASONIC ALARMS
VHF ANTENNAS • WIRE
XENON STROBE LIGHT
"Y" ADAPTORS
ZENER DIODES
AND MUCH MORE!

Get a Copy At Your Nearby Store or Mail Coupon Today!

THE buying guide for kit builders. Hams, CB'ers, installers, experimenters, fix-it men, hobbyists, electricians, anyone in electronics in any way. It lists 1000's of things most stores don't stock. Things that keep equipment working, or make it work even better or do even more. Features our complete Science Fair and Knight-Kit lines of electronics and hobby kits, too. Use this catalog to find what you need, then go to our store near you and get it. Or you may order by mail.

Over 1100 Stores in 49 States
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Service Tips
By Art Margolis

The giant-size high-voltage anode suction cups found in recent-vintage color TVs have a tendency to harden and lose their ability to maintain suction. When there is no suction, the high voltage crackles out to the chassis. A new suction cup is needed and it's best to replace those old large ones with a new small dia. type. The small ones are better at containing the high voltage.

Bothered by poor purity around the perimeter of your color TV picture? The trouble could be due to your set's picture tube and its holder becoming magnetized. If you do not have a demagnetizer (or degausser, as it's called) you can use your soldering gun to do the job. Its transformer radiates a strong magnetic field. Move it around the picture tube and the impurity splotches should disappear.

Common misconception on the gray-scale setup on a color TV concerns both the drive and the screen controls. Most set-up procedures are begun by turning the drive controls all the way up (clockwise) and the screen controls all the way down (counterclockwise).

When installed in trouble lamps or an outdoor socket, light bulbs have a tendency to corrode and rust tight in the socket making replacement quite difficult. This can be avoided by rubbing a thin layer of ordinary Vaseline on the metal parts of the bulb before installation.

Does your house get cold during the time an appliance, such as a washer, dryer or TV set, is operating? If so, check the location of the furnace thermostat in relation to the appliance. Chances are some heat from the appliance is getting to the thermostat and shutting it off.

If you have an appliance motor that seems to be running too slow, odds are good that lubrication will speed it up. A word of caution, however. Don't use any of those handy little household oils you get in a hardware store. Your best bet are those special auto friction-proofing oils such as STP. Other oils gum up when heated.

Don't let wires shortchange you when building a kit. It's a nuisance during final assembly to find a previously soldered wire won't reach its other destination. Add another half inch or so the first time. There should be extra wire, but if you do run out, there's more in the junk box...

---

the tape that turned the cassette into a high-fidelity medium

TDK

Until TDK developed gamma ferric oxide, cassette recorders were fine for taping lectures, conferences, verbal memos and family fun—but not for serious high fidelity.

Today you can choose among high-quality stereo cassette decks.

The new magnetic oxide used in TDK Super Dynamic tape distinctively differs from standard formulations. In such important properties as coercive force, hysteresis loop squareness, average particle length (only 0.4 micron) and particle width length ratio. These add up to meaningful performance differences: response capability from 30 to 20,000 Hz; drastically reduced background hiss; higher output level; decreased distortion and expanded dynamic range. In response alone, there's about 4 to 10 db more output in the region above 10,000 Hz—and this is immediately evident on any cassette recorder, including older types not designed for high performance. There's a difference in clarity and crispness you can hear.

Available in C60SD and C90SD lengths.

TDK ELECTRONICS CORP.
LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK 11103
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**POISON GAS?**
I was appalled to read in Art Margolis' Service Tips column (Nov. '71 EI) that he advocates the use of a carbon tetrachloride fire extinguisher for electrical fires. Carbon tetrachloride fire extinguishers shouldn't be used under any circumstances. The chemical is extremely toxic and when it burns, phosgene gas—used as a poison gas during World War I—can be produced. Fire-fighting experts agree that these extinguishers should be done away with entirely.

Timothy A. Manzone
Haverford, Pa.

*Sorry about that, Tim. Maybe we concentrated too much on getting the spelling right.*

**MORE TIPS**
I enjoy your magazine but your Tips on page 103 in the November EI were too much. I don't understand how people with only two hands are supposed to do that soldering trick. I tried it with my foot but almost burned off a toe.

Mike Hill
San Antonio, Tex.

**SHOCK TACTICS**
Your electronic thermometer project (LOW-COST ELECTRONIC MEDICAL THERMOMETER, Jan. '72 EI) seems to be an excellent circuit and I'm sure it works okay. But how do you convince people they won't get a shock when the probe goes under the tongue?

Peter Richards
Bismarck, N.D.

**A INSTEAD OF E**
Once a CBer, I had to give it up 'cause I couldn't make contact with my mobile station due to skip and chit-chat. I can see the need for a skip-free CB band. But why not use CB's Class A band instead of wresting 220 mc from the hams? Class A is dying anyway because businesses are moving to VHF channels. Range on A's 465 mc would be the same as 220 mc.

Charles Milazzo, WB2OZA
Bronx, N.Y.

**TAPE MEASURE**
I was disturbed by Bob Angus' evaluation report on audio cassettes published in the November issue of EI. The Memorex C-60 cassette is reported to be lacking in sound quality and such parts as rollers and head shields and subject to occasional fadeouts and loss of sound. But the Memorex chromium-dioxide cassette is given a good review.

Fact is, our ferric-oxide and chromium-dioxide C-60 cassettes are of identical construction. All of our cassettes not only contain rollers but a shield that wraps around the head to give added protection from hum pickup. The pad is part of the head assembly.

I can only conclude that by some mischance, Mr. Angus obtained a sample of a Memorex C-60 cassette which left the factory in the state he describes. It seems inconceivable that a cassette could leave our plant in such a condition. If, however, this were the case, I would be both embarrassed and apologetic. I'd be glad if you could arrange to have a test rerun on a properly assembled Memorex ferric-oxide cassette.

Eric D. Daniel
Memorex Corp.
Santa Clara, Calif.
another great new idea
reversible ratchet handles for Xcelite "99" tools

These two unique plastic (UL) handles extend the usefulness of all Xcelite Series "99" tools, make welcome additions to any "99" set.

Both regular (99-1R) and Tee (99-4R) types accept more than 60 individually available nut-driver, screwdriver, and special purpose snap-in blades to speed and simplify assembly and service work.

Fully enclosed ratchet mechanism is built to highest socket wrench quality standards. Recessed reversing shift operates at the flick of a thumb. Patented spring chuck holds blades firmly.

nationwide availability through local distributors

REQUEST BULLETIN N670 Made in U.S.A.

XCELITE INC. • 16 BANK ST., ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. 14127
Send Bulletin N670 on Series "99" Reversible Ratchet Handles.

name
address
city state & zone

In Canada contact Charles W. Poitrait, Ltd.
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Uncle Tom's Corner
Continued from page 8

A truck pulled out in front of him; he didn't even twitch."

★ Is it possible to obtain the operating frequency of the NIMBUS weather satellite? Can I monitor this satellite on a regular communications receiver?

Mel Hildebrand
Arnold, Md.

NIMBUS operates on 136.5, 136.95 and 466.0 mc, which is within the range of most VHF and UHF monitor receivers. However, the transmitter operates only on a command from a ground station. The transmissions are coded, of rather brief duration and the weak signals would require a healthy antenna system. There must be an easier way to get a weather forecast, Mel.

★ While delving into reference material at our university library for a term paper (it's a paper on famous women in literature), I came across an interesting thing. In the book, Rebecca West, Artist and Thinker by Prof. Peter Wolfe of the University of Missouri, the author offers thanks to several folks who made major contributions to the book. One of those thanked was a Guido Kneitel. It was such an unusual name I had to write and ask if Guido Kneitel is a long-lost relative of yours whose star shines in the marble halls of education or literature.

Willard Van Cook
Lafayette, Ind.

I wish it were true but it isn't. The author of that book is a boyhood chum who, professor or not, can't resist the temptation to work one of his pet nicknames for me into his epics. I've appeared, under various nicknames, in many of his books and I get about three letters a month asking the same question you asked.

★ Like, I'm working at my first job and the boss places this big copying machine on my desk. Before it can be used each time, they put a lead shield over the thing. I'm sure it's giving off some rays and I'm wondering if

[Continued on page 14]
COMPACT COLOR. Nine-inch portable color set measures 10¼ x 15¾ x 14 1/5 in. and weighs approximately 25 pounds. Low-profile, built-in antenna and carrying handle make this set suitable for people on the go. Additional features include solid-state, instant-on circuits, AFT and removable sunshield. $300. Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago, Illinois 60611.

Electronic Marketplace

Emergency CB. Cobra 28 mobile CB transceiver uses an FET, ICs and dual-conversion circuitry to provide sensitivity of 0.5 µV for 10dB S/N ratio, selectivity of 6dB at 4 kc and image rejection of 40dB. Features Channel 9 Scan-Alert—emergency call on 9 will override other 22 channels. $169.95. Dynascan Corp., Chicago, Ill. 60613.

Better than two heads. Model SE-L20 stereo headphones weigh eight ounces, have ear pads designed for optimum comfort. Frequency response is 20 cps to 20,000 kc. $29.95. U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp., Carlstadt, N.J. 07072.

Four off the Floor. Sony's Model 277-4 four-channel reel-to-reel tape recorder offers complete facilities for four-channel/two-channel recording. Included are independent level controls, four illuminated VU meters, equalization switch, four-digit counter and pause control. $299.95. Superscope, Inc., Sun Valley, Calif. 91352
Uncle Tom's Corner

Continued from page 12

you have any thoughts on my problem.

Aaron Weiss
Miami Beach, Fla

Any rays at all in a new job is hard to come by—don’t complain.

★ Basically, your answers are pretty good, but every now and then you seem to take an unwarranted nasty crack at some poor reader who doesn’t deserve your ire. I want very much to like you but you aren’t making it easy.

Lester Hirsh
Palmdale, Calif.

Les, if I wanted to be loved I would have joined the Peace Corps.

Petty Dept. Don’t look now but the SWL clubs are gearing up for their annual bickering festival. Nothing seems quite so pathetic to me as to see the continual name-calling and needling going on between what are otherwise fine DX groups. The past few months have brought the always-simmering pot to a high boil, the next few months promise new heights in two-bit intrigue. Wish these clubs would cool it once and for all.

★ About ten years back there was a lot of hullabaloo about a little gizmo that you placed on your desk. It generated negative ions into the atmosphere and was supposed to make you happier and healthier. What ever became of the device? Where can I buy one?

R. S. Toolan, Sr.
Crivitz, Wis.

Somebody in Washington felt that the manufacturer of the gadget was getting wealthier but the buyer wasn’t getting healthier. They were pulled off the market.

★ How do you keep your fame from going to your head?

Harry Merkin
Oswego, N.Y.

I don’t.

NEW RUBBER STAMP BUSINESS PAYS BEGINNERS UP TO $16.50 AN HR.

The multi-million dollar Rubber Stamp business—once controlled by a few big companies—is now being taken over by small operators—one in each community throughout the United States. Men and Women who have this inexpensive machine can turn out huge quantities of Rubber Stamps with special wording that buyers once were forced to buy from big cities. Material costing only 27¢ makes a stamp that sells for $2.75. The machine that does the work is simple and easy to operate and it turns out as many as six Rubber Stamps at a time, each with different wording such as names, addresses, notices, stock numbers, prices and other "copy" needed by offices, factories and individuals. Working full capacity, it can earn as much as $33.00 an hour for the operator! Now you can get into the big-pay business yourself, with your own home as headquarters. You don’t need experience. We supply everything, including complete instructions and eight ways to get business coming in fast. We even help finance your start. Start making up to $16.50 an hour from the very beginning. Cash in on the profitable Rubber Stamp business in your community, right away. We’ll mail full particulars FREE and no salesman will call. Be first in your locality. Rush coupon today or send your name on postcard to:

RUBBER STAMP DIV., Dept. R-120-BB
1512 Jarvis Ave., Dept. R-120-BB
Chicago, Illinois 60626

Please rush full particulars about your financing plan and the little machine that can get me started in the profitable Rubber Stamp business at home in spare time. Everything you send me is FREE and no salesman will call.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP CODE

RUBBER STAMP DIV.
1512 Jarvis Ave., Dept. R-120-BB
Chicago, Illinois 60626

FREE!
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If you want more information about one or more of the products advertised in ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED, this service is for your convenience. The product information you request will be sent to you promptly free of charge.

Just complete the name and address portion of one of the handy coupons below and circle the PRODUCT INFORMATION SERVICE number or numbers you find beneath the advertisements in this issue.
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ADMIT 1 ADULT MALE

to 12 months of reading TRUE, For Today's Adventurous Man. $7.00 for 12 exciting issues.

TRUE, For Today's Adventurous Man
Fawcett Building
Greenwich, Conn. 06830

name
address
city
state
zip

☐ I enclose $7.00
☐ Bill me later

Here's your 12 trip ticket to adventure!

Enjoy 12 issues of TRUE for $7.00

If you can't go where men are making things happen, doing the things you like to do, you can still be there with TRUE! Just put your John Henry on the coupon above and drop it in the mail and I'll send you 12 months of TRUE, For Today's Adventurous Man, for $7.00.

TRUE tells you what other men are up to in the world of sports, cars, the great outdoors, money management, health, clothes, entertainment and wherever the lure of adventure leads them. If you wear a man's shoes, why not read the man's magazine?

Just fill out and mail the coupon and I'll see that you get the next 12 issues of TRUE—to tell it like it is and to make it all more enjoyable each month.

Ted Sloat

TRUE, For Today's Adventurous Man

Electronic Marketplace

Seeing it is tuning it. A Marantz tuner, Model 120, features built-in oscilloscope that displays signal strength, FM center-channel tuning, FM multipath distortion and multipath and audio from external source. Other features include: pushbutton controls, Gyro-Touch tuning, illuminated dial pointer, lighted function indicator, 300- and 75-ohm antenna connection, four-channel output jack, muting threshold control and FM antenna attenuator. Sensitivity is 1.9 μV, capture ratio, 1.6dB, stereo separation is 26dB at 10 kc and image rejection is 93dB. $395. Superscope, Inc., Sun Valley, Calif. 91352

Trip around the World. Hallicrafters' Star-Quest II, also called Model S-125, is a combination AM and general-coverage shortwave radio suited for the beginning DXer. Coverage includes standard broadcast band (550-1600 kc) and three shortwave bands (2-5 mc, 4.8-11.5 mc and 11-30 mc). Circuitry is solid-state throughout and includes beat frequency oscillator (BFO) for reception of code and automatic gain control (AGC). Other features include: headphone jack, logging scale, bandspread, 4-in. speaker and power jack which enables the Star Quest to be operated from a battery power source as well as the 117-VAC line voltage. $59.95. Hallicrafters Co., Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008.
**HAWK**

the mini-rocket is ready to take off!

- ready to fly
- reaches heights of 300 feet or more
- safe, clean propellant is easy to replace
- costs just pennies to fly

Enjoy the excitement of space flight as you blast off into the atmosphere with HAWK, the new space-age toy. Powered by Zoom Propellant... a safe, clean, cool liquid gas that lets your Hawk mini-rocket soar to heights of 300 feet or more. (Extra propellant is available... costs just pennies to fly). Rocket comes ready-to-fly, with launching pad, propellant, filler tube and easy-to-follow instructions for rapid launchings. Money-back guarantee. **$4.98** plus 65¢ postage and handling.

Hamilton House, Dept. 62-L3
Cos Cob, Conn. 06807

Enclosed please find $_______. Please send me ______ Hawk, the Mini-Rocket(s) at $4.98 plus 65¢ postage and handling. I understand that if I am not completely satisfied, I may return it for a full refund.

Name__________________________
Address________________________
City____________________________
State________ Zip__________

HAMILTON HOUSE

Cos Cob, Conn. 06807
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New Heathkit AR-1500 stereo receiver

...the critics say it all:

"The AR-1500 is the most powerful and sensitive receiver we have ever measured..."

— Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

"...a stereo receiver easily worth twice the cost (or perhaps even more)...

— Audio Magazine

"Great new solid-state stereo receiver kit matches the demands of the most golden of golden ears."

— Radio Electronics

Mr. Hirsch goes on to say: "The FM tuner section of the AR-1500 was outstandingly sensitive. We measured the IHF sensitivity at 1.4 microvolts, and the limiting curve was the steepsat we have ever measured... The FM frequency response was literally perfectly flat from 30 to 15,000 Hz... Image rejection was over 100 db (our measurement limit).

"The AM tuner was a pleasant surprise... It sounded very much like the FM tuner, with distinct sibilants and a quiet background, and was easily the best-sounding AM tuner we have had the pleasure of using..."

"...all input levels can be matched and set for the most effective use of the loudness compensation. This valuable feature is rarely found on high fidelity receivers and amplifiers..."

"The phono equalization was perfectly accurate (within our measuring tolerance)... The magnetic phono input sensitivity was adjustable from 0.62 millivolt to about 4.5 millivolts, with a noise level of -66 db, which is very low... When properly set up, it would be impossible to overload the phono inputs of the AR-1500 with any magnetic cartridge...

"...it significantly betters Heath's conservative specifications. Into 8-ohm loads, with both channels driven, the continuous power at clipping level was 81.5 watts per channel. Into 4 ohms it was 133 watts per channel, and even with 16-ohm loads the receiver delivered 46.5 watts per channel. Needless to say, the AR-1500 can drive any speaker we know of and with power to spare...

"At 1,000 Hz, harmonic distortion was well under 0.05 per cent from 1 to 75 watts per channel... The IM distortion was under 0.05 per cent at a level of a couple of watts or less, and gradually increased from 0.09 per cent at 10 watts to 0.16 per cent at 75 watts... The heavy power transformer is evidence that there was no skimping in the power supply of the AR-1500, and its performance at the low-frequency extremes clearly sets it apart from most receivers...

"Virtually all the circuit boards plug into sockets, which are hinged so that boards can be swung out for testing or servicing without shutting off the receiver. An 'extender' cable permits any part of the receiver to be operated 'in the clear' — even the entire power-transistor and heat-sink assembly! The 245-page manual has extensive tests charts that show all voltage and resistance measurements in key circuits as they should appear on the receiver's built-in test meter...

"With their well-known thoroughness, Heath has left little to the builder's imagination, and has assumed no electronic training or knowledge on his part. The separate packaging of all parts for each circuit board subassembly is a major boon...

"In sound quality and ease of operation, and in overall suitability for its intended use, one could not expect more from any high-fidelity component."

From the pages of Audio Magazine: "...the AR-1500 outperforms the near-perfect AR-15 in almost every important specification...

"The FM front end features six tuned circuits and utilizes three FETs, while the AM RF section has two dual-gate MOSFETs (for RF and mixer stages) and an FET oscillator stage. The AM IF section features a 12-pole LC filter and a broad band detector. The FM IF section is worthy of special comment. Three LC stages are used and there are two 5-pole LC filters...

"...IHF FM sensitivity... turned out to be 1.5 uV as opposed to the 1.8 uV claimed. Furthermore, it was identical at 90 MHz and 106 MHz (the IF spec requires a statement only for IHF sensitivity at 90 MHz but we always measure this important spec at three points on the dial) Notice that at just over 2 microvolts of input signal S/N has already reached 50 db. Ultimate S/N measured was 66 db and consisted of small hum components rather than any residual noise. THD in Mono measured 0.25%, exactly twice as good as claimed! Stereo THD was identical, at 0.25% which is quite a feat...

"...the separation of the multiplex section of the AR-1500 reaches about 45 dB at mid-band and is still 32 dB at 50 Hz and 25 dB at 10 kHz (Can your phono cartridge do as well?)..."

"The real surprise came when we spent some time listening to AM... This new AM design is superb. We still have one classical music station that has some simultaneous broadcasting on its AM and FM outlets and that gave us a good opportunity to A-B between the AM and FM performance of the AR-1500. There was some high-frequency roll-off to be sure, but BOTH signals were virtually noise-free and we were hard pressed to detect more THD from the AM than from the FM equivalent. Given AM circuits like this (and a bit of care on the part of broadcasters), AM may not be as bad as FM advocates would have us believe...

"As for the amplifiers and preamplifiers sections, we just couldn't hear them — and that's a commendation. All we heard was program material (plus some speaker coloration, regrettably unencumbered by audible distortion, noise, hum or any other of the multitude of afflictions which beset most high fidelity stereo installations.)"

"Rated distortion [0.24%] is reached at a [continuous] power output of 77.5 watts per channel with 8 ohm loads (both channels driven). At rated output (60 watts per channel) THD was a mere 0.1% and at lower power levels there was never a tendency for the THD to 'creep up' again, which indicates the virtually complete absence of any 'crossover distortion' components. No so-called 'transistor sound' from this receiver, you can be sure. We tried to measure IM distortion but kept getting readings of 0.05% no matter what we did. Since that happens to be the 'limit of our test equipment and since the rated IM stated by Heath is 'less than 0.1% at all power levels up to rated power output' there isn't much more we can say except that, again, the unit is better than the specification — we just don't know how much better...

"As always, construction instructions are lucid enough for the inexperienced kit builder and there is enough technical and theoretical information to satisfy even the most knowledgeable audio/RF engineer."

| Kit AR-1500, less cabinet, 53 lbs. | 349.95* |
| ARA 1500-1, walnut cabinet, 8 lbs. | 24.95* |
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and two precedent-setting oscilloscopes

New Heathkit dual trace DC-15 MHz solid-state scope sets a low-price precedent in high performance

The new Heathkit 10-105 brings you a high performance scope designed for a wide range of measurements in instrumentation courses, engineering, R&D, and electronics...at a fraction of the cost of comparable scopes. The big 5" (8x10 cm flatface) CRT provides separate signal display in channel 1 or channel 2 modes, direct comparison display in alternate and chopped modes, x-y mode for presentation of signals as a function of each other. Has triggered time base with 18 calibrated rates, 0.2 us/cm...100 ms/cm in 1,2,5 sequence, ±3%; x5 sweep magnification. Compare the price, compare the specs...then order your 10-105 today.

Kit 10-105, 40 lbs, mailable 399.95*

10-105 SPECIFICATIONS—VERTICAL—Accuracy: ±3%. Input Impedance: 1 megohm shunted by 35 pf. Maximum input voltage: 600 VDC. Sensitivity: AC or DC, 0.05 V/cm. Frequency response: DC to 15 MHz, 3 dB with 4 cm deflection. Vertical sensitivity: 1 mV/cm, 0.25 mV/cm, 0.05 mV/cm. Rise times: 24 ns. Overshoot: Less than 10%. Attenuator: 9 positions in a 1,2,5 sequence. 0.05 V/cm to 20 V/cm, ±3%. Variable gain (uncalibrated) thru entire range. Vertical display in sweep mode: Channel 1, Channel 2, Channel 1 & 2 alternately, or Channel 1 & Channel 2 chopped (50 kHz). HORIZONTAL—Time base: Triggered with 18 calibrated rates, 0.2 us/cm to 100 ms/cm in a 1, 2, 5, sequence, ±3%. Continuously variable (uncalibrated) within the same range. Sweep magnifier: ±5 (voltage base accuracy is ±5% when the magnifier is being used). External horizontal input: 750 millivolts/cm (uncalibrated & not adjustable). 100 k Ohm minimum input impedance, DC to 100 kHz. X-Y MODE—Sensitivity: 0.05 V/cm to 20 V/cm, ±3%. Frequency response: ~3 dB @ 100 kHz (Channel 2). Phase shift between channels: ±5° or less from DC to 50 kHz within graticule limits. TRIGGERING—B delay: Approx. 500 ns. Auto: Zero crossing ±1/2 cm of zero crossing. Norm: Within viewing area. Source: Channel 1, Channel 2, or Channels 1 & 2. Polarity: + or - slope. Coupling: AC or DC. Sensitivity: Internal, ±5/2 cm; external, 100 mV minimum, 7 V max. GENERAL—Blanking in TTL compatible (Logic 0-blank). Gate out: 3.5 volts minimum input connections: Vertical, coaxial & BNC horizontal, binding post; external trigger, binding post on 5/8" center with ground, CRT accelerating potential: 2200 VDC regulated. CRT Type: 8x10 cm, rectangular, flatface, D14-107GA. Retrace suppression: DC coupled unblanking of the CRT. Graticule: 8 cm x 10 cm grid, edge lighted. Power requirements: 105-125 or 210-250 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 60 watts. Warm-up time: CRT heating time, approx. 30 seconds; for full calibration, approx. 15 minutes. Overall dimensions: 12¾" H x 10¼" W x 15" D. Note: Specifications measured at 25°C with 120 VAC line voltage.

The Heathkit 10-102 general purpose scope combines the virtues of top performance, maximum convenience and low cost. All solid-state design is your assurance of long-term reliability under sometimes rough shop conditions. Wide 5 MHz bandwidth, 30 mV/cm sensitivity and 80 nanosecond rise time add up to truly unusual value at this low price. Switch-selected AC or DC coupling adds extra convenience and versatility. Frequency-compensated 3-position attenuator accommodates varying input levels. A separate switch position grounds the input to provide a zero reference line. One megohm FET input minimizes circuit loading. The recurrent, automatic sync type sweep generator provides continuous sweep from 10 Hz to 500 kHz. Front panel external horizontal and sync inputs. One volt P-F output included. The 5" flat-face 50E1 CRT gives a brilliant, highly visible trace, even in high light levels. 6x10 cm ruled graticule makes amplitude easy to determine. All supplies are zener-regulated to give the IO-102 excellent display stability. 120/240 VAC wiring options. Put this top value scope to work for you now.

Kit 10-102, 31 lbs. 119.95* Assembled IOW-102, 29 lbs. 179.95*

10-162 SPECIFICATIONS—VERTICAL CHANNEL—Sensitivity: 30 mV/cm, un-calibrated. Frequency Response: DC to 5 kHz, ±3 dB. Rise Time: 80 nanoseconds. Input Impedance: 1 megohm shunted by 35 pf. Attenuator: 3-position, frequency compensated; x1, x10, x100. HORIZONTAL CHANNEL—Sensitivity: 0.1 V/cm. Frequency Response: 1 kHz ±3 dB. Input Impedance: 1 megohm shunted by 50 pf. Sweep Generator Type: Recurrent, automatic sync range: 10 Hz to 500 kHz in five switch-selected steps, continuously variable between steps. GENERAL—Cathode Ray Tube: Type, 50E1, green medium persistence phosphor. Viewing area, 6x10 cm. Power Supplies: All solid-state rectifiers. All amplifier supplies regulated. Power Requirements: 120/240 VAC, 50-60 Hz, 35 watts. Overall Dimensions: 12¾" H x 9¼" W x 16¼" L, including knobs, handle, feet, etc.

See these kits at your local Heathkit Electronic Center...or fill out the coupon at right.

Schlumberger
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www.americanradiohistory.com
One third of America's best students never get past high school.

A lot of talented young people simply can't afford four years of college.

But many could afford a year or two of technical education.

The problem is, they simply don't know that such programs exist. Or that men and women with technical educations are needed badly—and can easily make themselves fine careers.

This guide from the U. S. Office of Education tells the story.


To get information on quantity reprints for your students, write: Technicians, P.O. Box 313, Radio City Station, New York, N. Y. 10019.
MENTION the words power supply to the experimenter and two images immediately flash into his mind. Banks of batteries hooked together are the first idea. His second thought consists of an isolation transformer connected to a rectifier and brute-force filtering.

Years ago, when vacuum-tube projects were occupying the hobbyist’s bench, either power supply could have done an adequate job. But today’s high-gain, low-impedance IC projects demand much more from a bench power supply.

ICs, in particular, have the notorious habit of expiring in nanoseconds if a wrong lead is connected to the source of power. And while discrete solid-state components fare a notch better if electrically manhandled, neither IC nor transistor can withstand the punishment meted out by an improperly set voltage- or current-limiting control on a power supply. Especially one having only crude current- or voltage-limiting provisions—or none at all.

A Lab-Grade Power Supply for your Test Bench

By HARRY KOLBE
A Lab-Grade Power Supply for your Test Bench

Even if you weren’t concerned with the safety of your power source or of the project to which it’s connected, the inability to reset power source output voltage or current to a precise value each time you use it hobbles the accuracy of most supplies. Conventional supplies require the experimenter to turn a knob until the desired voltage level is reached on a voltmeter. If the hobbyist is trying to limit current to a predetermined value, he’s also got to monitor yet another meter—all the while keeping tabs on voltage and current flow within the project under test. Needless to say, both voltage and current output are only as accurate as the meters employed to measure these quantities.

Only one kind of power supply has the ability to limit both output parameters to a preset value. Called the programmable power supply, it can keep tabs on either current or voltage delivered to the load. A programmable power source can act as either a constant-current supply by limiting the voltage supplied to the load. Or, it delivers a constant voltage, limiting the current flowing into the device under test.

With this type of power supply, you’ve got to make an effort in order to burn out an IC or transistorized project. Once you set the voltage- and current-limit controls on a programmable supply, it takes over all monitoring and limiting functions. Once you’ve freed your voltage and current measuring test instruments from the power supply, you can use them at the device under test.

In order to better understand the programmable power supply, first let’s discuss its electronic predecessor—the voltage-regulated power supply. Some of the components found in the programmable supply also are in the voltage-regulated power source. Refer to the schematic on page 29. Both supply types have an isolating power transformer (T1 in the schematic), a rectifier labeled BR1, and electrolytic filter capacitor C1. Both power supplies also contain some means of regulating the output voltage.

A transistor performs the voltage-regulating function. This stage includes components Q1 and Q2 in the schematic. Another part of the voltage-regulator circuit monitors the supply output by tapping off a portion of the output voltage.

PARTS LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BP1-BP2</td>
<td>Dual binding posts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR1</td>
<td>Bridge rectifier; minimum ratings</td>
<td>3.75 A, 200 PIV (IR type 50FB2L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR2</td>
<td>Bridge rectifier; minimum ratings</td>
<td>1.5 A, 50 PIV (Motorola HEP 175)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Electrolytic capacitor</td>
<td>6,500 µF, 75 V electrolytic capacitor (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Electrolytic capacitor</td>
<td>2,500 µF, 75 V electrolytic capacitor (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3-C6</td>
<td>Electrolytic capacitor</td>
<td>500 µF, 35 V electrolytic capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>Electrolytic capacitor</td>
<td>1,000 µF, 16 V electrolytic capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8-C10</td>
<td>Electrolytic capacitor</td>
<td>0.1 µF, 1,000 V ceramic disc capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9-C11</td>
<td>Ceramic disc capacitor</td>
<td>0.1 µF, 50 V ceramic disc capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1, D2</td>
<td>Zener diode</td>
<td>15 V, 1 watt (Motorola HEP 607)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>Silicon diode</td>
<td>6.8 V, 400 mw (1N754 or equiv.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>Zener diode</td>
<td>6.8 V, 400 mw (1N754 or equiv.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>Zener diode</td>
<td>3.6 V, 400 mw (1N754 or equiv.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>3 A, 250 V 3AG fuse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC1, IC2</td>
<td>IC (Motorola MC1709L or MC1741L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1, L2</td>
<td>Pilot lamp; 6 V @ 2A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>0-1 mA DC milliammeter (see text)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1, Q2</td>
<td>2N3055 transistor (RCA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3, Q6</td>
<td>40311 transistor (RCA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4, Q5</td>
<td>2N4037 transistor (RCA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistors</td>
<td>½ watt, 10% unless otherwise indicated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>5 ohm, 25 watt wirewound (Mecmor/Ohmite type 270-25 or equiv.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>9,530 ohms, 1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3, R4</td>
<td>0.27 ohms, 2 watts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>90 ohms, 1% R6-10 ohms, 1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>7.5 ohms, 5% R8-R10-1 ohm, 1 watt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11, R12</td>
<td>82 ohms, 2 watts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13-R14</td>
<td>82 ohms, 2 watts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R15</td>
<td>2,700 ohms R16, R39, R40-1,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R17, R25</td>
<td>1,500 ohms R18-220 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R19</td>
<td>25,000 ohm linear-taper pot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R20, R42</td>
<td>100 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R21</td>
<td>1,000 ohm, 2-watt wirewound pot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R22, R31</td>
<td>560 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R23, R30</td>
<td>6,000 ohm linear-taper pot (Mallory ML533L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R24, R29</td>
<td>6,800 ohms, 5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R26, R27</td>
<td>10,000 ohms, 5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R32</td>
<td>10,000-ohm, 10-turn wirewound pot (Duncan model 35253)</td>
<td>See note below.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R33</td>
<td>10,000 ohms, 1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R38, R41</td>
<td>2,700 ohms S1-SPST switch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Three-pole, six-position shorting-type rotary switch (Centralab type PA2002)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Two-pole, six-position shorting-type rotary switch (Centralab type PA2002)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>SPDT switch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Power transformer; primary: 117 VAC, secondary: 0.14-28.42-56 V @ 2 A Barry Electronics Model 56-2. (Barry Electronics, S12 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. $9.79 plus postage.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Power transformer; primary: 117 V, secondary: 10/70 V CT, 400 V CT @ 0.3 A (Triad F91-X or equiv.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc</td>
<td>Case (LMB CD-2 or equiv.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heat sinks (Thermalloy type 5421B-2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IC holders (H. H. Smith type 6525 or equiv.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ten-turn dial (Duncan model 81 or equiv. Allied 530-1091. $5.75 plus postage.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thermal joint compound (Thermalloy type 249)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$5.35, plus postage.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Lab-Grade Power Supply for your Test Bench

Fig. 2—Perfboard is shown almost full-size at the right. Most of the control circuitry is on board. Note that R14, R13 are mounted by their leads well above perfboard—they dissipate a lot of heat. After wiring circuit and testing, mount perfboard with 3/4-in. standoffs.
voltage delivered to the output terminals. After sensing this voltage, feedback is applied to the regulator allowing it to adjust itself to either increase or decrease its output.

Current delivered to the load is completely dependent upon the resistance of the load and voltage delivered to it. This, of course, assumes that the current capability of the regulator transistor isn't exceeded.

What happens if the load suddenly demands more current? A drop in voltage is sensed at the output terminals of the power supply. The regulator automatically compensates for this drop by automatically restoring the output voltage back to the original level.

Fig. 3—Power supply rear panel showing heatsink-mounted output transistors, location of fuseholder. Pots R23, R30 are below sinks, to left of F1.

Fig. 4—For safety's sake, mount TS3 to chassis if overall length of C1 prohibits you from mounting it to C1's positive terminal. Position of BR1 shown is at approximate location on power supply. Substitute silicon rectifiers if desired.
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Fig. 5—Exploded view of Voltage range switch S2. Be sure to buy shorting type as called for in Parts List—severe contact arcing and burning could result otherwise. Wire-wound resistor R1 is mounted on rear panel—see Fig. 8 on pg. 34. Wire secondary terminals of T1 as shown.

Fig. 6—Heat-sink subassemblies also indicating mounting hardware used to fasten Q1, Q2 to heat sinks. When mounting heat-sink subassemblies to rear panel, make sure that R3, R4 have room to dissipate heat.

Depending upon how well your project can withstand an overcurrent or overvoltage surge, the power supply proceeds to attempt to burn it out.

Some of the more popular priced voltage-regulated power supplies that you can buy have provisions for cutting the output voltage to the load—only if the current rises above a preset level. But two big drawbacks exist under this setup.

First, the current delivered to the load is not regulated—it is simply interrupted. This on-off type of circuit cannot cope with fluctuating current demands made by most ICs. Nor is it fast enough to respond to genuine current overload conditions—a mechanical relay generally opens the power supply circuit leading to the output binding posts.

Even with its relatively simple circuitry, the voltage-regulated power supply does have a place on your test bench. It comes in handy when testing projects having known input current demands. The voltage-regulated power supply also is great for powering slot cars around the track. But for all other assignments, the programmable supply takes first choice on the hobbyist’s workbench.

Until now, programmable power supplies were considered to be fairly exotic in both function and price. Found mainly in test labs, the supply costs several hundred dollars in commercial dress. Our programmable Lab-Grade Power Supply limits current and voltage just like its laboratory counterpart. And its output—zero to 60 VDC—can be reset to any voltage within .001 V of the desired value. All this without the need to monitor a voltmeter. Furthermore, our power supply can be built for a fraction of what the commercial versions cost—about $60 if you carefully shop for parts.

How It Works. The components which
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were previously used to describe the voltage-regulated power supply (T1, BR1, C1 and Q1/Q2) perform identical functions in our supply. Note that besides those previously mentioned parts, the supply also has a low-voltage power supply feeding control circuits, and five bipolar transistors acting mainly as switching devices. Also note a couple of ICs working as DC-coupled feedback amplifiers, and two resistor networks labeled current range and voltage range (switch S2C).

Let's take a look at these sub-circuits.

The bipolar 15-V low-voltage source powers all discrete semiconductors (except Q1 and Q2) both ICs, and precision current sources formed by zener diodes D5 and D6.

Transistor Q3 is connected as an emitter follower. It supplies drive current to both transistors Q1 and Q2. As more current flows through Q3’s base circuit, collector-emitter current increases, driving more current through Q1/Q2 into the load. Transistor Q3 is, in turn, controlled by Q4 (voltage limit), and Q5 (current limit). Both of these semiconductors are biased so very little current flows through them under normal conditions—that is, when the power supply is not connected to a load.

Ordinarily, under normal operating conditions with a load connected to the output terminals, more current passes through Q4 than Q5, and it assumes control of Q3. But if a greater than desired output current flows into the load, a DC signal fed back to Q4 and Q5 via the ICs switches the control mode from voltage to current. Transistor Q5 immediately assumes control of Q3. Our circuit is designed so either Q4 or Q5 determine which control function regulates Q3—never both transistors at the same time. Transistors Q6 and Q7 drive mode indicating lamps L1 (voltage) and L2 (current).

Integrated circuits IC1 and IC2 form the heart of our programmable power supply. Note the terminals labeled E Sense Input and I Sense Input on IC1 and IC2, respectively. Current flowing into the inputs of these DC-coupled amplifiers produces an output from each device which is proportional to the input. The input to either IC forms part of a negative feedback circuit around each respective IC. Also connected to these input terminals are current sources providing exactly 1 ma to each IC. These are labeled E Cal and I Cal for IC1 and IC2, respectively.

Let’s assume there’s a load connected across the output terminals, and S4 is in the Operate position. Current flows through BP3/BP4, voltage vernier pot and resistor network forming the voltage-range switch into pin 5 of IC1. Since the function of this IC is to maintain a steady voltage at the load, any
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Fig. 7—Bottom of front panel. Pre-wire S3 before mounting it to panel—follow pictorial as shown.
A Lab-Grade Power Supply for your Test Bench

input current less than 1 ma. flowing into pin 5 causes IC1 to increase its output. Transistors Q1 and Q2 receive more base current, and pass more voltage into the load. If the input current is greater than 1 ma., the effect will be just the opposite—Q1/Q2 will pass less voltage to the load.

Integrated circuit IC2 works the same way. The biggest difference is that input current greater than 1 ma. result in a diminishing output from IC2. If a very heavy current is suddenly demanded by the load, a very large current is passed into pin 4 of IC2. The IC automatically takes over the regulating function, and limits current passing into the load until 1 ma. begins to flow into IC2. The experimenter sees the Voltage lamp go off as the Current lamp lights up.

While IC2 brings its input current down to 1 ma., output voltage across the load drops. Now IC1 tries to assume the regulating function. In effect, under short-circuit conditions (or when the current capability of the power supply is exceeded), the job of regulating the output is alternately switched between IC1 and IC2 as they both try to reach their respective 1 ma. input current levels.

Although both Current and Voltage range switches merely appear to be two sets of switchable resistive dividers, their tolerances largely help to determine the resettability of output voltage or current. Our Parts List calls for 1- and 5-percent tolerance resistors in both networks. If 10 percent resistors are used instead, voltage or current reset accuracy of the power supply will be slightly downgraded.

Construction. Begin by building the perfboard control circuitry. Layout and a photo of the perfboard appear on page 30. We suggest that you follow our layout as shown. First, assemble and wire the low-voltage power supply. Observe proper polarity of diodes D1 and D2. After you've wired this portion of the circuit, temporarily connect power transformer T2 to perfboard terminals F, G and H.

Connect the primary of T2 to 117 VAC and measure voltages between terminals C and F, and E and F. You should measure about +15 VDC at terminal C. You should read −15 VDC at terminal E. If both voltages are equal and opposite in polarity, disconnect the transformer and proceed to wire the remainder of the perfboard components.

Prepare the chassis for capacitors C1 and C2 by cutting appropriate holes for these components. If you are not able to buy the capacitors specified in the Parts List, purchase any electrolytic capacitor with an identical voltage rating and having a capacitance as close to specified value as you can get. For instance, a 7,700-µF 75V capacitor can be substituted for C1. Substitute a 3,750-µF 75-V electrolytic for C2 if you can't find the specified unit. Incidentally, both substitutions are available from Barry Electronics, the supplier of transformer T1.

Prepare the chassis for the remainder of the chassis-mounted components. The pictorials on pages 31-35 serves as a layout guide for parts placement. Note that a Simpson Model 523 0-1 DC milliammeter was used for M1 in our model. But any 1-ma.

[Continued on page 96]
THE long-playing record was introduced nearly 25 years ago. Some 15 years ago, the Record Industry Association of America (RIAA) stopped keeping track of sales of 78 rpm records because they had become such an insignificant part of the business. Yet, last year, manufacturers of automatic turntables sold some 6.5 million new units designed to play a speed that was obsolete in 1960. What is even more incomprehensible, the same 6.5 million changers were designed to play records cut at 16½ rpm, a speed used only for talking books (of which perhaps only a dozen records have ever been released commercially—way back in 1957).

These artifacts of record changer design have plagued audio purists for years. Though audiophiles never use them, many marketing types feel they belong on a piece of audio gear and some manufacturers have found it difficult to sell record changers (and even manual turntables) that didn’t have these obsolete speeds.

Now it seems the two speeds may be on the way out for good. Both Garrard and BSR, the two largest suppliers of automatic turntables in the U.S., have introduced new models having only two speeds—45 rpm and 33⅓ rpm. The Garrard Model Zero 100 and BSR Model 810 are designed to appeal to the audiophile and are premium-priced.

Of course, neither company is committing itself to drop the other speeds from its models overnight. But unless consumer resistance to the new models appears, it’s a safe bet that other new changers from the two British firms will have two speeds rather than four. Miracord already has some two-speed models and Dual can be expected to follow suit.

My basic objection to the 78/16 speeds is that they add unnecessarily (if only very slightly) to the cost of the changer and to the complexity of the design. They’re achieved by creating steps on a motor shaft. The shaft, in turn, drives the turntable platter by pressing against an idler wheel or belt. It’s possible for the idler wheel to get trapped between the steps, making for uneven wear and erratic speeds.

At the same time, a mechanism that provides rapid changes from one LP (or 45 rpm) side to the next must still be gentle enough to accommodate a 78 rpm platter. And the whole mechanism has to accept the weight of four or five 12-in. 78 rpm discs at a time.

Yes, there are good reasons for dumping 78/16. It seems inconceivable that the old speeds could have hung on for so long.

Actually, the two-speed player isn’t entirely new. Sherwood and V-M have had one for several years, and Dual jettisoned the 16½ rpm speed some time ago. Acoustic Research has a manual turntable which has sold very well—only two speeds are offered.

Of course, it’s true that certain collectors still have some prized 78 rpm discs. But collectors also have hill-and-dale records and Edison cylinders and nobody seriously suggests that today’s audio gear should be capable of playing them.

I can’t say I’m particularly sorry to see 78 rpm go. If you’re one of those with a hoard of Caruso or Bunny Berrigan shellacs, now may be the time to trot them down out of the attic, put them on last year’s record player and transcribe them on tape.
By ALEX BOWER

If there ever was a panorama of human tragedy to be seen, it is on the continent of India. Along the eastern and western borders which separate India from East and West Pakistan recent events (plus a small-scale war) have heightened the ferment that exists between peoples, religions, and nations.

The Free Bengal uprising in East Pakistan and the subsequent repression of the Bengali populace by the West Pakistani army has added an aura of disbelief to the extent of human suffering endured in this part of the world. In less than a year, over 9 million Pakistani refugees have crossed the border, leaving East Pakistan for the safety of refugee camps set up in neighboring India.

However, tragedy does bring excitement—plus propaganda—so the India-Pakistan scene has much to offer the avid DXer. Not that DXing the Indian continent is an easy chore. QRM from stations in other areas settles over these weak signals like a fog over water. Still, it can be done—if you like to chase your quarry.

In strife-torn East Pakistan the official government station, Radio Pakistan, operates a facility at Dacca (see map). According to unsubstantiated press reports, this site was severely damaged in the early fighting. However, this station now is definitely back on the air and—when conditions are right—it can be heard early evenings (EST) near 15520 kc (the signal drifts considerably). Another regularly used channel is 11650 kc.

During the period when DXers lost contact with Dacca's signal—around the beginning of the civil war—a clandestine station calling itself Radio Bengla Desh, or Radio Free Bengal, appeared on 690 kc (MW), 11620 kc, as well as on Dacca's channel, 11650 kc. According to the British Diplomatic Wireless Service (in a report aired over the BBC), this station operated aboard a ship anchored in the Hooghly river near Calcutta.

This BBC report also claimed that the
East Pakistan (on far right) has long been neglected and exploited by the West Pakistani government. Economic development has been concentrated in the neighborhood of West Pakistan. The populace of East Pakistan numbers some 78 million and the majority of civilians are Moslem. Thus, the Hindu minority (approx. 10 million people), which includes the Bengalis, still will have to find a way to coexist once the latest hostilities are ended.

The rebel station couldn't be heard outside the Indian state of West Bengal. However, we do know that reception was reported by a well-known DXer based on the island of Ceylon. No shortwave transmissions have been heard from Radio Bengla Desh since April. If the station should return to the air, the frequencies mentioned above are the channels you should monitor.

Radio Pakistan's most powerful transmitter is located at Karachi. The station's antennas are used for both foreign and domestic broadcast services. In North America the most readily heard frequencies are 11672 kc and 17935 kc (subject to drift). You can log either frequency at various times of the day and night.

The foreign service of All India Radio is most commonly heard east of the Mississippi around 1700 EST on 9912 kc, though the 9525-kc channel occasionally makes it through the QRM, too. AIR is heard in western North America on 11775 kc at 0200 PST. Transmissions also can be heard on another channel formerly usurped by the Bengla Desh, 11620 kc, during early afternoons and mid-evenings (EST).

Most AIR foreign-service broadcasts originate at an old transmitter site at Delhi and at a new site at Aligarh some 75 miles to the southeast. A Wisconsin DXer, Gerry Dexter, has monitored an Aligarh announcement on 17705 kc at 2230 EST (sign-on). Most of the time, however, you'll have to wait for AIR's QSL card to find out which location you have logged. The Aligarh and Delhi sites probably will be used interchangably.

Reports of all AIR transmissions should go to Delhi, no matter which site is heard. All Radio Pakistan reports should go to Rawalpindi—the probable site of the Pakistani government's own clandestine operation, Azad Kashmir Radio, sometimes heard on 4750 kc.

The best time to monitor Indian and Pakistani stations operating on frequencies in and below the 41-meter band is at sunrise (listener's time) and occasionally around 0200 EST. Of course, reception below 41 Meters is never easy. In fact, some of the 60- and 90-meter SW stations listed in the chart may never have been logged in North America.

One important signal that has made it into North America comes from the disputed territory of Kashmir. India's Radio Kashmir
DXing the India-Pakistan Powderkeg

broadcasts on 3277 kc from Srinagar.

Yet another intriguing AIR transmitter site is the one located at Calcutta. (After R. Bengla Desh returned to the air last June—on a medium-wave channel only—a British newspaper correspondent in Calcutta claimed that RDF measurements of the Bengla Desh station pointed to the Indian government’s own Calcutta station.) While no one in North America will hear Calcutta on a medium-wave channel these days (due to QRM), regular AIR programs from that location can be logged with considerable effort on 4820 kc.

Some of the less important Pakistani and Indian sites also broadcast on the upper SW bands. Regular Radio Pakistan programs apparently can be heard from Rawalpindi on 15130 kc around 0200 EST, while the Islamabad transmitter site sometimes is audible at the same time on 11705 kc and again at 2100 EST on 15380 kc.

The AIR station at Madras has been logged on 9510 kc at 0500, while the Bombay site occasionally is used to augment Delhi’s foreign service. Whether this schedule will be continued once the new Aligarh facility attains full capacity remains to be seen. At the moment, the Bombay station beams news programs in English to Africa on 15080 kc at 1300 EST.

Foreign broadcasts from All India Radio—whether via Aligarh, Bombay or Delhi—should remain prize catches for some time to come.

In the city of Jessore, East Pakistan, Bengal liberation fighters—the Mukti Bahini—practice taking up defensive positions. The East Pakistani rebels are part of a guerrilla army numbering about 60,000 men. The photo at right shows they are armed with Enfield rifles of World War I vintage. West Pakistani troops are armed with the latest military equipment—all of it contributed by Pakistan’s western allies.

UPI Photo
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THE manufacturers of TV sets have been ordered to back advertising claims—or else. In its first action against the TV industry's advertising, the Federal Trade Commission told makers to prove such claims as "Instantatic Tuning helps tune the picture even when you switch channels," or, "Color Magic purifies color...tinted glass adds contrast...push-pull volume control prevents sudden glare." Several companies, including Admiral, GE, Magnavox, Matsushita, Montgomery-Ward, Motorola, Ford, RCA, Sears, Sony and Zenith, have been ordered to furnish proof of advertising claims.

Public Law 92-140 has been enacted by Congress and signed by the President. Under its terms, a sound recording (such as an LP record) may be subject to statutory copyright protection provided: the sounds constituting the recording—as published—were fixed on or after February 15, 1972, and the recording is first published on or after February 15, 1972, with copyright notice as specified by the law.

Color TV sales continue to boom. Sales to dealers during the first nine months of 1971 were up more than 25 percent over the previous year. Monochrome TV, automobile radio, home-radio and phonograph sales also topped the previous year's figures by a considerable margin.

The FCC has initiated a study concerning use of digital modulation techniques in microwave radio systems. The report will seek to project digital communication methods, usage and operating modes over next 20 years. Data communications via microwave relay, according to equipment manufacturers and users, will have tremendous growth in next decade.

The FCC has issued a revised standard covering radiation from devices such as videocassette players, video recorders and TV cameras that are used in homes, schools and industrial applications. The proposed radiation limit is 15 microvolts per meter at a distance of 157 ft. divided by the frequency (in megacycles) or at a distance of one meter, whichever is the larger distance. Motorola asked for rules to govern use of its Electronic Video Recorder (EVR), developed jointly with CBS and now in production at CBS' new plant located at Rockleigh, N.J.

Department of Health, Education & Welfare says viewers need no longer fear radiation leakage from television sets. According to HEW, there is no significant health hazard resulting from TV X radiation at any distance from the screen where quality would be satisfactory to viewers. Also, HEW's Bureau of Radiological Health reports there is no evidence that a TV receiver's X rays have ever resulted in injury to humans. So much for that old chestnut.

The FCC has approved a second pay-TV system. Called No. 4745 and developed by Blonder-Tongue Laboratories, it becomes the second in the list of systems—along with Zenith's Phonovision—awaiting some pay-TV programming.
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"He's a good worker. I'd promote him right now if he had more education in electronics."

Could they be talking about you?

You'll miss a lot of opportunities if you try to get along in the electronics industry without an advanced education. Many doors will be closed to you, and no amount of hard work will open them.

But you can build a rewarding career if you supplement your experience with specialized knowledge of one of the key areas of electronics. As a specialist, you will enjoy security, excellent pay, and the kind of future you want for yourself and your family.

Going back to school isn't easy for a man with a full-time job and family obligations. But CREI Home Study Programs make it possible for you to get the additional education you need without attending classes. You study at home, at your own pace, on your own schedule. You study with the assurance that what you learn can be applied to the job immediately.

CREI Programs cover all important areas of electronics including communications, radar and sonar, even cable TV engineering. You're sure to find a program that fits your career objectives.
You're eligible for a CREI Program if you work in electronics and have a high school education. Our FREE book gives complete information. Mail postpaid card for your copy. If card is detached, use coupon at right or write: CREI, Dept. E1703C, Wisconsin Ave. & Tilden St., Washington, D.C. 20016.

CREI, A Division of the McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Company
Dept. E1703C, Wisconsin Ave. & Tilden St.,
Washington, D.C. 20016

Please send me FREE book describing CREI Programs. I am employed in electronics and have a high school education.

NAME__________________________AGE__________________________

ADDRESS__________________________

CITY__________________________STATE__________________________ZIP CODE__________________________

EMPLOYED BY__________________________

TYPE OF PRESENT WORK__________________________G.I. BILL

I am interested in: ☐ Space Electronics ☐ G.I. Bill
☐ Electronic Engineering Technology ☐ Computers
☐ Industrial Electronics ☐ Nuclear Engineering
Technology ☐ Electronics Systems Engineering
☐ Non-technical course in computer programming
☐ CATV Engineering

APPROVED FOR TRAINING UNDER NEW G.I. BILL

Founded 1927
Accredited Member of the National Home Study Council
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Build an Automatic Message Repeater for your Phone

Unglue yourself from the telephone with our automatic repeater. It answers the call, delivers the message then hangs up.

By LESLIE POWELL

It's a waste of time sitting around waiting for calls from people asking the same question, requiring the same answer. Like, where will the game be played? What time does the church social or PTA meeting start and what should we bring?

Do what big business, your movie theater and even the phone company do to solve the problem of continuously conveying the same information . . . use a message repeater.

Connect a message repeater to your phone line and you’ll only have to record the message once. Each time someone calls the repeater automatically answers the phone and plays the message. Since messages can be changed easily you can use the repeater for everything from telling the gang where to meet you to club announcements to the information that you’re out and will be back at 6.

Commercial repeaters start at about $100 but you can build ours for less than $25; less than $10 if you’ve got a well-stocked junkbox.

The repeater is built around a continuous-tape-loop mechanism available for $3.95 from Burstein-Applebee. The mechanism is a complete system, consisting of a tape transport, record/play amplifier and wired function switch. It’s supplied ready-to-use, and you need add only control circuits and a power supply.

The repeater will record up to a 30-second message at the touch of a button. Flip switch S2 to line, and at the first ring of the phone the repeater answers, plays your message, stops, disconnects from the line and is ready to answer the next call.

Save Your Money. The repeater has been designed to be built with junkbox parts. It will not work any better with new parts which could easily double or triple total cost. Use surplus relays, diodes, capacitors and an imported power transformer. We provide all necessary operating parameters for these components so you can save money.

Construction. The description of the continuous-tape-loop mechanism supplied by Burstein-Applebee is incorrect. The permanent tone recorded on the tape loop can be erased, so don’t worry about having a beep in the middle of your message. As supplied, the mechanism is powered by 1.5-V D cell (for the amplifier); the battery is retained here for the motor. The amplifier will be powered by the repeater’s relay power supply (T1 and associated components). It is im-
Important to keep in mind that the loop mechanism uses a *positive ground* for both the motor and battery. Make certain the positive output of the power supply is grounded. Double-check the polarity of capacitor C1 and diodes D1 through D4 before soldering them into the circuit. It is a good idea to check out the power supply with a voltmeter before connecting it to the amplifier.

Before proceeding with construction you must make a minor modification to the tape-loop mechanism. On the underside of its chassis there's a leaf switch that is controlled by a cam which is driven by the capstan drive. This switch normally turns on a tone generator that records a beep tone at the end of the tape loop. Unsolder the wires at each switch terminal and cut the ends of the wires so strands don't short to ground. Then solder a 10-in. insulated wire to each terminal so the switch can be used to power motor-control relay RY3.

The repeater is built in the main section of an 8 x 6 x 3½-in. Minibox. This size allows enough room to avoid a parts jam and also provides a base for a desk telephone. However, as long as transformer T1 is kept far away from the tape mechanism's record/playback head, the layout isn't critical and

![Diagram of S3](image)

*Fig. 1—Pictorial of S3 (supplied with continuous-tape-loop mechanism) shows connections to be made to it. Before attaching the wires, position index tabs (just above the shaft) as shown.*

![Diagram of tape transport assembly](image)

*Fig. 2—Pictorial shows position of parts in main section of Minibox. Drill all holes and remove burrs before installing transport.*
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Build an Automatic Message Repeater for your Phone

you can change it.

First step is to drill the front panel holes for S1, S2 and record/play switch S3. Temporarily install all switches and push the tape mechanism as close to the switches as possible and make marks for its mounting holes. Leave the tape mechanism in position and mark the mounting holes for the relays and transformers.

Remove the tape mechanism from the cabinet and drill all mounting holes. Do not attempt to drill the chassis with the tape mechanism in position as the chips will surely cause trouble.

Next, install and wire all the front-panel switches and jacks, except switch S3. Install T1 and T2 at this point, and make as many of their connections as you can. Then install all other components including B1's holder and complete as much wiring as is possible. Finally, install and wire the tape mechanism.

Transformer T1 is an imported 6.3-V filament type. In this circuit the power supply will deliver 9 to 10 VDC under full load. Diodes D1 through D4 are the absolute cheapest silicon rectifiers rated higher than 20 PIV at a current rating greater than 150 ma. Diode D5 is also the cheapest silicon rectifier rated higher than 75 PIV at any current.

Capacitor C1 can be any size rated higher than 10 V at 1,000 to 2,000 µf. Transformer T2 is 500 ohms to 500 ohms. If it is supplied with center-tap leads cut them off.

Relay RY1 is a 2,500-ohm DC type such

---

**Parts List**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>1 1/2-V D cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP1, BP2</td>
<td>Insulated binding posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>1,000 to 2,000 µf, 10-V electrolytic capacitor (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>2 µf, 100-V non-polarized capacitor (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1, D2, D3, D4</td>
<td>Silicon rectifier: 25 PIV or higher (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>Silicon rectifier: 100 PIV or higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1</td>
<td>Miniature phone jack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB1</td>
<td>Normally-open pushbutton switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1, R2</td>
<td>31 to 39-ohm, 1/2 watt, 10% resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV1</td>
<td>SPDT relay, Potter &amp; Brumfield R55D-2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV2</td>
<td>3-SPDT relay, Magnecraft W88X10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV3</td>
<td>SPDT relay, Potter &amp; Brumfield RSSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>DPST switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>DPDT switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Supplied with tape-loop mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Filament transformer, secondary: 6.3 V @ 1 A (Lafayette 33 R 37029 or equiv.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Transistor transformer, primary: 500 ohms, secondary: 500 ohms (Lafayette 33 R 86531 or equiv.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc</td>
<td>Tape-loop mechanism (Burstein Applebee, 3199 Mercier St., Kansas City, Mo. 64144, $3.95 plus postage, stock No. 18A1509), battery holder, 8 x 6 x 3 1/2-in. Minibox, terminal strips</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 3**—Schematic. Switches and relays are shown in off mode. When S1 is closed, repeater goes in standby mode and relay contacts remain in same position. Mike, for recording message, is plugged in J1. BP1, BP2 are connected to phone lines. PB1 starts tape transport mechanism.

---

*Electronics Illustrated*
as a Potter & Brumfield RS5D-2500, rated at 5 ma pull-in (60 mw). Relay RY3 is a 6-VDC, 335-ohm (110 mw) type such as the Potter & Brumfield RS5D-6. Note that the wiper contacts on RS relays are connected to the mounting frame; they will automatic-

ally connect to ground when the relay is installed. You can substitute any other relay of similar ratings.

Relay RY2 is 3PDT, though it is used as a 3PST. The specified Magneclraft W88X-10 rated at 6 VDC, 30 ohms is recommended, though any 6-VDC relay with a coil resistance of 30 to 45 ohms can be used. Do not substitute for RY2 a relay with a coil resistance of less than 30 ohms.

Capacitor C2 is a 2-µf, 100-V non-polarized type. You cannot substitute an electrolytic. To obtain the 2 µf value parallel-connect two 1 µf capacitors.

**Don't Modify the Circuit.** You will probably discover that the tape mechanism has a transformer output, so the question might arise as to why it's necessary to use T2. The tape mechanism's output transformer has one lead grounded, and this will induce severe hum into the phone lines. Therefore T2 must be used to provide isolation from ground. Do not eliminate T2 under any circumstances.

**Set-up and Checkout.** The tape mechanism is supplied with a small speaker that is supposed to be used as a microphone. Forget it; it delivers pure distortion. Use a low-impedance dynamic mike like those supplied with the cheapest cassette recorders.

Apply power by closing switch S1—nothing should happen. Next, press switch PB1. Relay RY2 should close making the tape mechanism start. After about 30 seconds (maybe less), the contacts on the underside of the tape mechanism will click once and relay RY3 will pull in and relay RY2 will drop out. In another second there will be a second click and RY3 will drop out, causing the tape mechanism to stop. If this sequence does not occur check for a wiring error in RY2's and RY3's circuits.

Plug a microphone in Jack J1, set S2 to *record* and set S3 full counterclockwise (*record*). Then press PB1. Allow about a second for the tape mechanism to come up to speed and then record some words for about 25 seconds. (There is no microphone gain control, so hold the mike about 6 in from your mouth and speak in a moderate volume.) In a few seconds the tape will stop. Set S3 full clockwise (*play*) but leave S2 in the *record* position. Press PB1; the tape will start and you will hear the message played back through the mike. It will sound distorted because the mike is not a great play-

**[Continued on page 100]**
That Yen for Japanese TV Sets

Once upon a time you may have had a yen for a Japanese color TV. Perhaps you still do. There are many reasons why sets from the Land of the Rising Sun have come on strong during the last two years. And strong is how they've come on.

According to the Japanese Finance Ministry, Japan exported 94,260 color TV sets worth $14,792,000 to the U.S. in August 1970 but 155,680 color sets worth $25,399,000 were sent to the U.S. in August of 1971—an increase of almost 72 percent.

For the first eight months of 1971, imports of color TV sets from Japan were up 81 percent over the same period a year earlier. That's a total of 881,330 sets. People are saying that price, quality and reliability are the reasons why they buy Nippon products.

Last August was a critical month because that's when President Nixon announced his new economic policy aimed particularly at the Japanese invasion. Until then, most people thought (and they were generally right) that Japanese color sets were cheaper than American models. The fact that the Japanese have gone the small-screen route has much to do with this.

Now the whole picture is uncertain. Japan has been battling inflation as much as we have and costs of labor and materials over there have never been higher.

But with two new blows landing at Japan's midsection—upward revaluation of the yen (making Japanese products more expensive) and a 10 percent surcharge on all imported goods—prices of items imported by the U.S., including color TV sets, have become higher. It's safe to say that much Japanese merchandise now enjoys no price advantage.

The second factor, quality, is a trickier topic. When people go shopping at a department store they may find dozens of sets operating simultaneously in one large room. Most of the sets are color models and many are adjusted incorrectly. Time and time again, a Japanese set's picture appears to be clearer and sharper than the rest.

One reason is its smaller picture tube. When you compare a Japanese 12- or 16-in. screen to an American 21- or 23-in. model there are bound to be differences in the quality of the picture. (When you consider the differences in the horizontal deflection voltages used in these sets this point has more punch.) Often the consumer is comparing American TV sets in one class with Japanese sets from another class. He gets a false image, in our opinion, when he does this.

Another reason why Japanese color sets seem to have the edge is due to the Sony Corp. Most large department stores carry the Sony line of color TVs (though Panasonic is there, too) and many of these sets use Sony's patented Trinitron color picture tube. This picture tube is unique (and made only by Sony).

The Trinitron tube has only one electron gun—which produces all three electron
—And What to do About It

By FOREST H. BELT

beams—and with electrostatic focusing it paints colors in stripes rather than illuminating colored phosphor dots as do all other American and Japanese picture tubes. There's no doubt that the Trinitron system does make a difference. The picture is bright, convergence and purity are optimum, the raster (scanning lines which appear on the screen) is remarkably sharp. The Trinitron system makes for simplification and good quality at what seems a reasonable price.

The only problem is that, until now, the Trinitron has been available only as a small-screen item—via 9- and 12-in. models. Now, the long-awaited 17-in. model KV-1710 (long since in use in Japan) has arrived on our shores and this receiver has caused quite a stir. It will certainly help the Japanese TV industry's image.

However, while the Japanese now are weighing in with 17-in. and 18-in. color sets (Panasonic has introduced a 21-in. model), these still are small-screen TVs when compared to larger American color sets. And people do confuse small-screen Japanese sets—especially the Trinitron—with Japanese quality overall. They seem to associate all Japanese color TV manufacturing with either Sony's Trinitron tube or with light and lively small-screen sets, which are particularly impressive when incorporated into closed-circuit TV systems where no broadcasting is involved.

What other quality features are offered by the competition? Many people like the gadgetry that makes a set easier to operate or more enjoyable to watch. Not the Japanese. They don't go in much for gadgets.

March, 1972

Sony's 9-in. Trinitron color TV has solid-state circuits. Note VHF channel selector at front. UHF selector is on side panel (KV-9000U).

Model KV-1220U. Sony's 12-in. Trinitron color set has solid-state circuitry (like all Sony TVs), and front-panel tuning controls.

Newest Trinitron color TV from Sony, Model KV-1710, features 17-in. screen. Set has illuminated VHF and UHF channel selectors.
Toshiba's Model C-501S has 15-in. screen, AFC and slide controls for tint and color.

Hitachi's Model CFA-450 is solid-state portable color TV. Set has APS feature and 14-in. screen.

Sanyo's Model 81C25 has 18-in. screen, slide controls, APS, solid-state chroma circuits.

That Yen for Japanese TV Sets —And What to do About It

Don't look for automatic tint control (ATC) on a Japanese color set. There isn't any. Many American models have this convenience. It helps keep faces from turning green or blue when programs change. Some advertisements seem to imply that certain Japanese sets have ATC. Not so. What they do have is a switch called an Automatic Picture Setting (APS). It hooks up to an extra set of tint and color controls inside the set. When the switch is on automatic, a technician can adjust these controls for best flesh colors during the programs you watch most. If colors change unduly when you're viewing other programs, you flip the switch off. Then you use the front-panel tint and color controls to make the flesh tones right.

The Japanese tradition of handcrafting seems to have enhanced the image of Japanese electronic manufacturers. Thus, reliability often is mentioned as a reason for buying a color TV imported from Japan. While the Japanese do have a deserved reputation for doing excellent work, experience proves that imported TV sets (coming from any nation) are no more nor any less reliable than American models—they break down just as frequently.

Both Japanese and American engineers exploit the benefits of solid-state technology. No one country has a jump on implementing integrated circuits—it's just a matter of dollars and profit margins. While the Japanese were first on the market with a solid-state black-and-white TV, it was Motorola—with its popular Quasar model—which first had an all-transistor color set for sale in late 1967.

American manufacturers also have gone full speed ahead with modules, replacement PC boards, plus ICs. The Works in a Drawer design introduced by Motorola has proved popular. Now RCA, Sylvania and Zenith also sell solid-state color receivers and they're beginning to use modular techniques. RCA, for instance, recently opened a manufacturing facility that will produce ceramic modules for its line of television receivers. The company hopes to use these circuits in 80 percent of its wares in about five years. Of course, the Japanese have transistor color TV, too. All Hitachi and Sony models are solid-state, as are many Panasonic sets.

Many good service technicians won't touch
a foreign set because the circuits are different and they’re not used to the construction techniques. Service information often is difficult to come by.

The importers deny this, yet in the same breath they admit that service data is furnished only to appointed service centers. Without this data a technician can’t trouble-shoot a set efficiently or even know what parts he should order.

TV shop owners—some of whom run appointed service centers—tell us that parts for imported sets often are not available. Spot checks prove this to be the case. Many important parts are temporarily out of stock. Some technicians say that “temporary” may mean months of waiting—all the while customers are upset and TVless.

One technician we know bought the service manual for a Japanese set to please a good customer. It took three weeks to get the manual. The technician diagnosed the bad part and ordered a replacement—by number.

Three weeks later he received a form letter asking for payment in advance. He wrote a check and four weeks later he got the part. It didn’t fit. Six weeks later, after three more letters, the company sent the right part. It turned out that this particular part was listed in a later edition of the service manual and he had been sent an out-of-date copy. Due to the four-month wait he lost his customer. Now the technician swears he’ll never work on another imported TV.

Stories like this are common. Of course, the same headaches and frustrations happen with U.S. brands, too. Special parts are sometimes out of stock. But we’re told that manufacturers are trying to improve the situation—even though fifteen years have passed since the introduction of color TV and the public suffers on.

Repairs for American-made TV receivers are seldom restricted to a select group of dealers or repair shops. Usually you can pick your own technician. He can buy the data and parts for your set from a nearby distributor. Distributors specializing in new sets sometimes have a repair specialist to help technicians if they run up against problems.

A much more serious development is that many good service shops are refusing to be service centers for imported models or American-made sets. They are losing money and shop owners don’t want unprofitable work.

Several technician/owners gave us these reasons: Warranty work loses money for the shop, parts are slow to arrive and often are out of stock, service data is incomplete and inaccurate, and there is too much red tape associated with authorized service business.

Most people, including importers and U.S. manufacturers and distributors, admit that they have a service problem—“Good service people are hard to find,” they say. Whether you feel safer on home ground or not—when you do buy your color TV, chances are that if you do have a yen for an imported model you’ll go ahead and satisfy it no matter what. Our advice is simply that you should look at all the models. When it comes to price, quality and reliability, the color TV race is a toss-up.
How Sony's One-Gun Color TV Works

Japanese electronics takes a heftier poke at an American stronghold—color television.

By LEN BUCKWALTER

NO MATTER what kind of color TV you own, you are watching an RCA set. Don't get up to check the label because it will only tell you what you already believe. It's on the inside that RCA comes to the fore, for it's here that most of the circuitry is of RCA design, especially the picture tube. This grasp on worldwide color picture tubes has gone unchallenged for two decades—until recently.

The first color tube to depart from RCA's design, a three-gun shadowmask method, is a commercial reality. It's called the Trinitron and is produced in Japan by Sony and imported to the U.S. in 9-, 12- and 17-in. portables. Success of the Trinitron has been so great, Sony now is planning to build a plant in San Diego, Calif., to produce them.

The stakes are high for any new color tube, especially if it sidesteps RCA licensing fees. Sony is out to do just that. In 1968 it demonstrated Trinitron to American TV makers in a mission intended to capture $5 million in U.S. manufacturing rights. Back in Japan, Sony was already using the new tube to eat into a $4 million royalty being paid by the Japanese for the license to build a bit of RCA into their own sets.

So that's the motivation behind Trinitron. New designs have been tried before—resulting in tubes with strangled necks that poke sideways from the screen and primitive electro-luminescent panels that are to TV what the cactus needle is to the phonograph. Sony's Trinitron is the first to succeed and has a tube that could be good enough to touch off a battle of the manufacturers, at least in small to moderate screen television.

View the Trinitron screen next to a conventional set and you'll see why. Like many an electronic engineer before you, you'll probably ooh and ah. Color rendition and hue brightness are nothing short of surprising. Color holds up well under extremely strong light, a distinct asset for a portable TV. Inside, the Trinitron needs fewer parts, consumes less power and virtually does away with convergence. Once the technician's most ticklish task, convergence is a series of adjustments to pull color beams into registration on the screen. A conventional set has more than a dozen—Trinitron has two. American manufacturers, however, are a bit cautious about any changeover to the Trinitron. The reasons should become apparent after we look at how it operates.

A novelty in any color tube is how it achieves color separation. (Trinitron is shown in Fig. 1 and the RCA is in Fig. 2.)

As you may recall, a black-and-white tube creates a picture with an electron gun that flings a beam of electrons toward the screen. The image appears because the screen phosphor emits light under the impact of electrons. To convert that process to color is easy in theory. Use three electron guns and coat the screen with phosphors which glow red, blue and green. This arrangement keeps primary hues apart until the final moment when they mix in the eye to produce up to 40,000-odd colors in the original scene.

RCA's tricolor tube exploits that basic idea, and handily packages it inside a single glass envelope. There are three separate...
electron guns, as shown in Fig. 2. Instead of individual color screens, the tube has separate color dots, about a million of them, in tiny trios of red, blue and green phosphors. Each gun is aimed at its corresponding dot so a blue gun, for example, illuminates only blue dots.

The color tube has achieved the first step in color separation: three beams, three sets of color dots. But push the beams across the screen to scan a whole picture and there’d be a muddy mess. A red beam, for example, would race over blue and green dots in colorful confusion. This state of affairs is prevented by the shadowmask—a steel plate suspended just behind the phosphor screen. It’s perforated with one tiny hole for each trio of color dots and forms a window through which the beams must pass. As the illustration shows, the beams look through the hole at slightly different angles and thus can land only on their assigned dots. Now as the beams move across the screen they’re blocked by the shadowmask and won’t “see” the next hole until they’re in correct position to hit the next trio of dots.

The Trinitron scraps both shadowmask and three guns to achieve its color separation. Instead, it uses an aperture grille as shown in Fig. 1. The color phosphors are laid down in vertical stripes, not dots. At any point in the scanning procedure, the beams will be striking three points in a horizontal line, rather than three points of a triangle. Despite this radical difference, the operating principle doesn’t change much. There are still three beams that strike their assigned phosphor stripes. As they sweep, they’re blocked by the aperture grille until the landing angles are correct for the proper color stripes to be illuminated. A more detailed view of how the screen portion of the Trinitron operates is shown in Fig. 4.

The grille has one great benefit—its spacious, open structure presents a bigger window to the electron beams, compared to the tiny holes in a shadowmask. That works in favor of a brighter color picture. Besides high brightness, a second advantage of the grille arrangement is resistance to the earth’s magnetic field. If the beams are pulled by natural magnetism, they still remain on their assigned color, at least in the vertical direction.

The next major difference between Trinitron and a conventional color tube is in the electron gun. Recall that an RCA tube has three guns. They are identical units mounted in the neck in a triangular (or delta) array.

**Fig. 1**—This diagram shows how the Sony Trinitron system produces color with only one gun. It has three cathodes, one for each color. Three beams from cathodes are attracted to phosphor by two common grids. Note focus assembly is also common to three beams. It’s small enough to fit in neck of tube.

**Fig. 2**—RCA color tube. It uses three separate guns and a shadowmask to cause phosphor color dots, arranged in trios, to be illuminated by corresponding electron beam from each of the guns.
How Sony's One-Gun Color TV Works

Trinitron has one gun, from which three electron beams emanate (see Fig. 5). This is at the core of Sony's ability to toss out a lot of the convergence circuits. It takes fewer components and coils to deflect three beams emitted from a single gun.

The beams begin at three cathodes which boil electrons toward control grid 1. (Three cathodes are needed so red, blue and green beams can be independently modulated by color signals.) Here's where the Trinitron radically differs from the RCA tube: the three beams pass through three holes in common grid 1, then are accelerated by second common grid 2, which again emits the beams through three holes. In the RCA tube, such control and acceleration are handled by three physically separate guns. Further, a Trinitron passes all three beams through one focusing assembly located in the neck.

Yet another major departure is in those convergence plates shown in Fig. 5. They assure that when the beams finally reach the screen, they'll cross over exactly at the opening in the aperture grille, then spread slightly to land on the correct color stripes. In the conventional tube, this is done by electromagnetic coils in the yoke around the tube neck. These coils need a considerable number of adjustments to keep the three beams converged over the complete picture (especially at the screen edge). In the Trinitron, there's a simple arrangement of internal electrostatic plates charged with high voltage to converge the beams. The job is easier because a Trinitron gun emits its three beams in an in-line, or flattened-out, pattern. The beams lie in one plane so convergence is simpler than for the triangular firing pattern of conventional guns. With this arrangement, only two basic convergence adjustments (moving the outside beams horizontally) are needed to keep colors in good registration over the whole screen.

Another of Sony's unique features arises with the focus assembly. Since it's common to all three beams (RCA has three smaller equivalents), the focus assembly can be rela-
Fig. 5—Schematic representation of the Trinitron system. Three cathodes modulate three color beams which are accelerated by common grids at different angles when focused by two convergence plates.
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Fig. 3—Schematic representation of the Trinitron system. Three cathodes modulate three color beams which are accelerated by common grids at different angles when focused by two convergence plates.

For example, at small lens openings, everything may be in focus, while at a large lens openings only the object which you have focused on will be clear and that in front or to the rear will be blurred. In a picture tube there are many differences in the distance that the beam must travel. To reach screen center the beam must travel only a short distance, but to reach the edges, the beam must be longer. The focus assembly insures that the area of focus or the area in which each beam is distinct, will be great enough so that the picture will be clear at all places on the screen. Viewing tests of a Trinitron support the claim of uniform focus throughout, with virtually no color fringing around the picture elements.

Sony has advanced the state of the art with the Trinitron, but it isn't a revolutionary idea. The company took a laboratory oddity—the Chromatron—and spent much effort and money to convert it to an impressive performer. To evade the three-gun shadowmask and Chromatron, the company filed more than a hundred new patents.

Invented more than 20 years ago by Dr. E. O. Lawrence (also famous for the cyclotron), the Chromatron was a true, one-gun tube that fired a single beam at a screen which remotely resembles Trinitron's vertical stripes. Color separation, however, was done by fine wire grids that wiggled the tip of the beam to select various phosphors. This writer saw a demonstration of a Chromatron in the mid-60's and was astounded by its brilliant color. But it was technically too

foreboding for anyone to try to sell.

Some observers of the picture-tube scene believe there could be room for both RCA's dotted and Sony's striped screens. Trinitron could flourish in smaller sizes, leaving the consoles to the dots.

Now that a 17-in. Trinitron is available—plans for larger models are still uncertain at this time—Sony's future producing color TVs in the U.S. looks bright. Sony's new plant in San Diego (to open early in 1972) is just the answer to dock strikes, import surcharges, etc. So color the Trinitron a winner—until something new in picture tubes comes along to dazzle the eye.
Ray Dolby holds latest version of his famous noise-reduction system. Designed for FM broadcast stations and home receivers, it effectively increases transmitter power by factor of 10.

**Dolby on a Chip**

*Cassettes may crawl at a lowly 1 7/8 ips but Dolby Labs plans to eliminate noise from all of them.*

When Ei last reported on Ray Dolby and his unique audio noise-suppression system (MR. DOLBY’S WONDERFUL SYSTEM and RAPPING WITH RAY DOLBY, May ’71 Ei) everything was coming up Dolby. Now used by most of the major recording companies to process master tapes and integrated into numerous reel-to-reel tape recorders and cassette machines, the Dolby system has become a standard feature in high-quality sound systems.

Recently, Dolby Laboratories, Inc.—headed by Dr. Dolby and based in London, England—introduced Type A (professional) and Type B (consumer) noise-reduction equipment for FM broadcasters and home listeners, claiming that implementation of Dolby FM gear could effectively increase the power of an FM transmitter tenfold.

While compatibility (that is, FCC approval) may prove a stumbling block for the FM version of the Dolby system, there can be little doubt that Dolby circuits—matched with such advances as chromium-dioxide (Crolyn) tape—will revolutionize the cassette industry and make cassettes a viable alternative to open-reel tapes and LP records. Up to now, the only problem has been cost. Even that appears to be solved at last.

Signetics, a major West Coast semiconductor manufacturer of digital and linear integrated circuits, in collaboration with Dolby Labs in London, is coming out with an IC version of the Dolby Type B consumer noise-reduction system. The device—whose price should start at about $3, possibly winding up at $1 in large quantities—should go into production this March and be available to Dolby licensees shortly thereafter. Signetics will retain exclusive rights to the Dolby IC for a short period, then it will be made available to the entire industry.

This means that cassette and reel-to-reel tape-recorder manufacturers who are licensed by Dolby Labs to use the Type B system can do so at far less cost to the consumer. Since it's generally agreed that Dolby processing is the only high-quality, noise-free cassettes can be obtained, the availability of Dolby on an inexpensive chip should mean that cassette equipment manufacturers will be signing up for licenses in droves.

This turn of events is based on the happy circumstance that the Dolby Type B circuitry, though not as complex as the professional Type A system, accomplishes the very same thing in a smaller package. You may remember that the Dolby system processes audio signals by boosting the low-level passages where signal-to-noise ratios are at their...
worst due to tape hiss, hum, etc.

The Dolby circuits attack audio information in terms of both signal level and frequency. The Type A system has—aside from audio compressors for recording and expanders for playback—four filters which split the audio spectrum up into four bands.

High-level signals, i.e. loud passages, at most frequencies bypass the Dolby circuits. Low-level signals, especially those occurring at high frequencies, are boosted so that during playback Dolby consumer gear can return these signals to their original level, at the same time reducing tape hiss, rumble, hum, crosstalk and assorted clicks by 10db.

The trick to the Dolby B system for consumer gear is that the circuits divide the audio spectrum much more simply—they attack signals having frequencies of 1200 cps or higher. Strong signals pass the system by, while soft passages are boosted and then returned (later) to their original loudness level. The fact remains that unwanted noise drops down the db scale as these low-level signals return from whence they came.

Ray Dolby and his associates can be rightly proud of their achievement. The development of a Dolby IC is the frosting on the cake.

March, 1972

Preliminary pin configuration for Signetics Dolby IC shown above in detail. Final version may have 24 pins and include adjustable gain control.
Subject: New Home Entertainment Electronics Systems Program

Competitive Advantages:
- Features first Solid-State Color TV (315-square inch, rectangular screen) Kit for at-home training to build, keep.
- Provides three additional professional quality kits to assemble, keep, use.

COMPONENTS:

Specifications:
New 25" diagonal, ultra rectangular screen. 315-sq. inch viewing area. 25,000 volt, solid-state design, w/45 transistors, 55 diodes, 2 silicon rectifiers. 4 advanced IC's w/46 transistors, 21 diodes, 2 tubes: picture and high voltage rectifier. Solid-State VHF and UHF tuners.
3-stage solid-state IF. AFT standard. VHF power tuning. Also: "Instant On" circuit, automatic color control, noise limiter.

Descriptive analysis:
Modular plug-in circuit board design provides for more than 100 advanced solid-state devices. Insures premium color, sound control, exceptional reliability, easy access. Includes Hi-Fi amplifier for sound output, built-in dot generator, tilt-out convergence panel. Handy Volt-Ohm meter permits initial set-up and adjustment plus detailed troubleshooting. 315-sq. inch picture tube face transmits entire image. Push button channel advance. AFT module brings in perfect picture, sound automatically. Easier to service than older, non solid-state sets. Quality components throughout.

Electro-Lab-at-Home
Components included:
The Electro-Lab* consists of three units, arriving in 16 shipments which recipient assembles, keeps. All components are professional quality. The circuit DESIGN CONSOLE contains built-in power supply, test light, speaker. Patented Modular Connectors permit plug-in to console to rapidly "breadboard" many different circuits. No soldering or messy un-soldering necessary.

The portable 5-inch, wide-band OSCILLOSCOPE is calibrated for peak-to-peak voltage and time measurements... offers 3-way jacks to handle test leads, wires, plugs. Images on screen are bright, sharp.

The lightweight TRANSISTORIZED METER combines most desired features of a vacuum-tube voltmeter and a high-quality multimeter. Features a highly sensitive, 4-inch, jewel-bearing d'Arsonval meter movement. Registers slightest power surge or lag on large, easily read dial.

Program is designed to give:
- Understanding of electronic circuits in most home entertainment electronic systems
- Ability to analyze and troubleshoot a wide variety of advanced solid-state and other TV circuits
- Capability to understand and use test equipment and procedures with special emphasis on TV testing
- Ability to assemble, test and adjust the solid-state TV kit included with the program

MAIL CARD TODAY FOR ALL THE FACTS
No Postage Needed
Color TV is going Solid-State—here's how to help yourself get ready for it:

There's nothing else like this exciting new program that offers the first 315-sq. inch Solid-State Color TV available for at-home training.

As you follow the simple, step-by-step assembly and testing procedures, you will soon become thoroughly familiar with the most advanced solid-state TV circuitry. And you'll help prepare yourself for a profitable Color TV service business of your own—either full or part time.

Why Color TV pays better.

Today, Color TV is the big seller. And tomorrow, when it goes all solid-state, the man who has mastered this circuitry, will be in demand. This, of course, is where the money is going to be made.

But, this new Bell & Howell Schools program will also give you the in-depth knowledge of the basics as well as TV circuit analysis. You'll get the theory and practical experience you need to handle radios, Hi-Fi's, stereos, tape recorders, B & W television as well as most other home entertainment electronic devices.

Build, keep your own 25" diagonal Solid-State Color TV Set

Whether you are a beginner, an experienced hobbyist, or a pro working in the field, you are going to be delighted with the performance you get from this new solid-state kit. So proud, you'll want to show it off to your relatives and friends.

The "space" at left give a few of the facts. But there are many, many features besides these which you will not find in any set on the market today. Send for all the facts and this is the one you'll want.

You're ready for many kinds of Home Entertainment Equipment

This is a thorough-going program, put together by professionals, with completely up-dated components and materials. When you have completed it, you'll have a new kind of confidence in your ability to tackle almost anything related to electronics in the home. And I can assure that these devices are definitely on the increase!

In addition, you'll have the kind of sound technical background you need for either a career as a technician in the Electronics industry or a business of your own—either full or part time.

CONSIDER THESE ADVANTAGES:

Bell & Howell Schools' Electro-Lab-at-Home Plan gives you the most thorough background possible in solid-state Color TV. Everything comes to you by mail. No traveling. You go at your own speed and never miss a paycheck!

When you've completed your program, our Lifetime National Employment Service will help you locate in an area that interests you. This service is available at any time—now or in the future.

Approved for G.I. Benefits.

Our programs are approved for Veterans' Benefits. If you're a Vet, check the space in the card for full details.

Student Loans Available.

If you're a non-veteran and need financial assistance, you may qualify for a student loan. This may enable you to learn now... repay later.

Special Help Sessions.

These are scheduled regularly (Saturdays) at seven Bell & Howell Schools and in many other cities. Here you can get expert guidance by top instructors to help you over any rough spots.

Bell & Howell Schools offer you even more. Once you have finished your program at home, you may decide you want more advanced preparation. In this case, you can earn transfer credits to any one of our seven schools which are located all across the country.

Mail the postage-free card today for all the facts. There is no cost or obligation of any kind.

Bell & Howell Schools
4141 Belmont, Chicago, Illinois 60641

FREE! MAIL CARD TODAY FOR ALL THE FACTS

No Postage Needed
This dimmer gradually changes a lamp's brightness at sunrise or sunset.

By RONALD M. BENREY WINTER is here, the time when sunlight has a trick of disappearing mighty fast as late afternoon approaches. Now you can enjoy those picturesque winter sunsets and not get caught in the dark while you're doing it.

Our Light-Sensitive Light Controller makes sure you can have light anywhere, just when you need it. No if's, and's or blackouts. This dimmer responds to darkness by gradually increasing the light level just as the daylight surrounding you starts to wane. And you can adjust the dimmer to turn on or off any kind of lighting load up to 1,000 watts—indoors or out. Conversely, in the morning the Controller can turn lights off as daylight returns.

Besides setting the dimmer to trigger at a certain level of ambient light, you also can set it to gradually energize the lamps over a period of time once the circuit is triggered. The lights can come on dimly, then grow brighter and finally reach their peak intensity. Or, you can simply have them turn on to full brightness at a particular level of outdoor ambient light level.

How it Works. Heart of the Controller's circuit is a triac. Labeled Q1 in the schematic, it's a semiconductor which acts like an on-off toggle switch. Note how Q1's anodes, A1 and A2, are wired in series between the AC power cord and load outlet S01.

Normally, Q1 is in a non-conducting state to the circuit under control it looks like an open switch. Consequently, almost no current passes through it. But whenever a pulse of sufficient amplitude and duration is applied to Q1's gate electrode (G) during each half-cycle of AC Fig. 1—Always point photocell away from artificial light sources under control of the dimmer.
line current, current will flow.

Power will be delivered to the lamp plugged into SO1 only so long as this trigger pulse is present. Without it, Q1 automatically reverts back to its non-conducting state. This switching action allows the triac to control large AC currents with a low-power trigger pulse.

But there’s a catch to harnessing Q1. Not only must you deliver a pulse of correct amplitude, you’ve got to shoot it to Q1 at the exact time. Voltage and time are important elements which determine a triac’s correct operation.

The element of time is the most important basic principle behind all triac AC power controls. The triac compares the time delay, or phase shift, of the trigger pulse against instantaneous values of AC line voltage at every moment. The greater the amount of phase shift (the greater the time delay) between control pulse and the AC line voltage reference, the longer it takes the control pulse to switch the triac into its conducting state.

Suppose the trigger pulse is applied to Q1 late during each half cycle. Only a small amount of current will flow through Q1’s load. If this is a lamp, it glows dimly. On the other hand, if the trigger pulse is applied to Q1’s gate earlier during each half cycle, Q1 conducts over a much longer period of time. A larger current flows into the lamp making it glow brightly.

In our Controller, the gate timing is set by a variable time-delay circuit that includes a light-sensitive cadmium-sulfide photocell. To the rest of the controller’s circuit, resistance R1-R4 and photocell PC1, look as if they’re lumped together electrically. They appear to capacitor C1 as a single equivalent resistance enabling it to charge up from the AC line voltage.

When C1 charges up to about 32 V, bilateral trigger diode D1 suddenly conducts. The voltage stored by capacitor C1 now discharges through D1 into Q1’s gate, allowing line current to flow through Q1 and, ultimately, through the load plugged into SO1.

The length of time required to charge C1—in other words, the phase shift of the trigger pulse—depends upon settings of potentiometers R1 and R2 and on PC1’s resistance. As with all cadmium-sulfide photocells, the brighter the light striking it, the lower the cell’s resistance.

Photocell PC1’s contribution to the total timing resistance available to charge C1 is controlled by the depth pot setting. After R2 is adjusted to bring PC1 into the circuit, a changing light level on the cell will

---

Fig. 2—Pay attention to size of Q1’s solder terminals. The smaller one is gate (G) connector. Pot R2 controls sensitivity of dimmer, i.e., photocell’s response to strength of sun’s rays.

---

PARTS LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type/Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>1 µf, 600-V capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.5 µf, 600-V capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>1N5411 bilateral trigger diode (RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>Cadmium-sulfide photocell, GE X6 (Lafayette 19 R 27094)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>2N5569 triac (RCA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistors</td>
<td>1/4 watt, 10% unless otherwise indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1, R2</td>
<td>100,000-ohm pot. screwdriver-adjust shaft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>4,700 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>33,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>SPST switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO1</td>
<td>Panel-mounted AC receptacle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc.</td>
<td>3 x 4 x 5-in. aluminum minibox, 2 x 3/8 x ¾-in. finned, aluminum heat sink, terminal strips, AC line cord (10-A rating).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 3—While pictorial above doesn’t show it, photo at right indicates how triac must be insulated from heat sink with mica washers.

**Light-Sensitive Light Controller**

vary the timing of the trigger pulse. Full counterclockwise adjustment of this pot effectively takes PC1 out of the circuit. By setting R2 fully clockwise you can produce the maximum effect from PC1. No matter how you’ve set R2, the lower the ambient light level, the earlier each timing pulse is delivered to Q1.

Potentiometer R1 is labeled *slope* because it determines the speed with which the circuit responds to changing light levels. It also partially fixes the total load current delivered by Q1 when PC1 is completely darkened.

Capacitor C2 is wired across the power line. It bypasses RF interference generated by Q1 as it switches on and off.

**Building It.** Start construction by mounting Q1 on its heat sink. Use the mica insulating washers and nylon stud spacer supplied with Q1. The triac’s body (anode No. 2) must be electrically insulated from the heat sink when it is mounted. Be sure to coat both sides of each mica washer with a thin film of silicone grease. This helps insure good heat transfer between Q1 and the heat sink.

The complete dimmer circuit is housed in a 3 x 4 x 5-in. aluminum Minibox. Mount both potentiometers, AC socket SO1, the
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An Exciting Career in Aerospace Electronics?

By FOREST H. BELT

YES, Virginia, there is an aerospace industry—still! In spite of the C5A cost overruns and resulting Congressional hassles, in spite of the cancellation of the SST and cutbacks in our space program (NASA's budget, folks), people are going about their daily tasks as usual—building prop and jet aircraft, jumbo jets, space vehicles and electronically guided missiles.

True, the industry is in the doldrums and many people are unemployed. In fact, more aerospace engineers and scientists—some 200,000—are unemployed than you would care to shake a stick at (many having PhDs). But there are some bright spots.

Lockheed will get the funds it needs to build the TriStar and the competition's DC-10 is now flying.

If President Nixon's economic policy has the effect it was supposed to have, the aircraft industry—as well as commercial airlines—should benefit almost immediately from increased capital spending. So, even though space programs are planned to last well into the 1980s, in the near future, avionics looks better than aerospace so far as jobs are concerned because after Apollo XVII the NASA wheels evidently are going to turn quite slowly.

But the situation we're talking about is a couple of years hence. If you've just com-
pleted some kind of training and are looking for an avionics or aerospace job you already know the situation (which is not good). But we're talking about a job that might come after a couple of years of study and training, and the view over this longer haul does look somewhat more promising.

Whatever the exact niche that interests you, keep in mind the fact that you must be selective when planning your career. Don't just jump in without examining the field, the many types of electronic specialities there are and the opportunities that exist for advancement.

Remember that engineers and technicians working in the avionics and aerospace fields get involved in guidance, telemetry, voice and data communications, television, radio-astronomy, computers, biomedicine, instrumentation, geology, electro-optics, cryogenics and infrared technology, to name just a few.

Non-destructive testing and reliability control are of extreme importance in any program.

While you may start out in avionics or aerospace, there is always a possibility that you may switch to another field—or even have to change, whether you like it or not. A key factor in your success story will be just how broad your electronics training is.

Are your courses sufficiently comprehensive so that you can apply your knowledge of electronics in several areas? Those who manage to obtain a degree in electrical engineering may be better off if they choose courses so as to cover a wide area (although, as we said, there are plenty of men with degrees out of work).

People who plan to be technicians may have a somewhat easier time—at least as far as job security goes—though they won't command the salaries that an engineer does (when he's working). Best bet for those going to technical schools is to write for all the information they can get (good information about schools is available from the National Home Study Council, 1601 18th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009) and then compare courses. The course that provides a
An Exciting Career in Aerospace Electronics?

wide background—e.g., semiconductors, vacuum-tube technology (especially power), communications, computers and instrumentation—will be the best ticket for a long ride upward.

Almost a million people still are employed by the aerospace industry and nearly half of them have some training in electronics. NASA employs a small fraction of the work force. Most engineers and technicians have jobs with large companies such as Boeing, Grumman, General Dynamics or McDonnell-Douglas or with contractors and subcontractors who usually do specific work for the firm (or firms) that have won major government contracts.

Regardless of whether they're working in a space program or designing better planes, weapons and missile systems, engineers and technicians often are involved in exciting and important tasks. Many of these tasks are important for the future of life on this planet.

Much of the interest in environment and ecology stems from information gathered during the evolution of our space programs. Because of this, geology, biology, meteorology and oceanography are as important today as the study of orbital paths of vehicles carrying the instruments and experiments.

Just what kind of work can you expect to do? As a technician or engineer you may develop new ways to do something (such as designing a braking system for short-takeoff-and-landing aircraft—STOL), or test an idea that someone else has developed. You could invent new uses for old gear or design new gear to do an old job. Aside from building and testing new gadgets, you might devise or put together systems from those gadgets and make sure they work the way they're supposed to.

Also important is the repair and maintenance of instruments and equipment used aboard aircraft and space vehicles. In many cases, you actually may have a life in your hands. The amount of electronics being stuffed into the latest commercial and military aircraft is incredible.

What can you expect to earn when you're on the job? Typically, an engineer with a BSEE degree can expect to start out making around $9,000 a year. This assumes he has no experience in aerospace electronics. After he has some extra schooling in his specialty he might begin in the $9,000 to $11,000 bracket.

Once he is settled and doing a good job, an engineer's salary starts an upward climb from a level around $12,000. By the time he has earned a PhD, his talent and experience can lead to an income of $18,000 or more.

Technicians can do extremely well once they have experience. While their strong technical training may not have the status of a degree, technicians who become experts sometimes are indispensable to the project leader. In some programs they have been the last to go.

Salaries for electronic technicians in avionics or aerospace can sometimes be as low as $6,000 for beginners. However, any technician worth his salt—once he has gained some experience—easily can make somewhere between $9,000 and $12,000 a year. Those men with take-charge ability earn upwards of $15,000.

[Continued on page 101]
Liquid-crystal film is normally transparent until voltage is applied. Voltage causes turbulence.

The Latest on Liquid Crystals

First there were Nixie tubes, then light-emitting diodes, and now, liquid crystals that scatter incident light. They'll go in calculators and flat-screen TVs.

By JORMA HYYPIA and CLIFFORD L. FORBES

EVERYONE knows that there are two ways to measure electrical information—the analog method and the digital method. In an analog system, a voltage is obtained which is directly proportional to the parameter being measured. The voltage—or the equivalent current flow—is read from a meter.

In a digital system, switching circuits count the number of pulses (over a specific time period) that are equivalent to a voltage or current level. The total number represents the parameter being measured and is displayed via digital (numerical) readout—no meter is required.

For a long time, the cold-cathode (Nixie) tube has been used for numerical displays. Anyone who has ever used a Xerox machine has seen Nixie tubes counting off the copies. These tubes are fairly expensive, they consume a good deal of power (especially when used in computer circuits), and due to their overlapping grids—for the digits 0 to 9—sometimes the numerals are difficult to read.

First cure to come along was the light-emitting diode (LED), a semiconductor device that emits light (visible or infrared) when its p-n junction is forward biased. LEDs were introduced in 1963 and marketed full-scale around 1968. Some major advantages of LEDs include long lifetimes (up to 100 years), resistance to shock and vibration, low power consumption, fast switching speeds and compatibility with low-level logic circuits. Reliability made LEDs an instant space-age success.

However, LEDs have some drawbacks. Their output (brightness) is limited, as is the area of the light-emitting surface, and they can be expensive when grouped in large arrays. They seem best suited as indicator lamps or, when grouped in arrays, as numerals.

On the other hand, liquid crystals—until recently a laboratory curiosity—have some unique properties which are just now being exploited.

Whereas LEDs are sources of light, liquid crystals reflect or scatter ambient light. This means liquid-crystal displays aren’t subject to some of the limitations of LEDs. They can be made up in sheets (as a film) or en-
Capsulated in any kind of package, so they don't have a limited surface area for light transmission or a restricted size and shape.

LEDs and liquid crystals usually are arranged in segments or bars, typically seven, to form the numerals 0 to 9. When these numerals are grouped into an array they form multidigit readouts. However, since liquid crystals can come in any kind of package they'll soon be seen in other configurations. (They're not limited to the area of a semiconductor chip, a filament, cathode or grid.)

Liquid crystals also consume very little power (at most, a milliwatt per square inch). They're inexpensive, too. One other advantage, unwanted bright light simply makes a liquid-crystal display brighter, whereas it can wash out LED or Nixie-tube readouts.

The notion that a crystal can be a liquid may seem implausible. After all, we know that the molecules in a crystal lattice are locked tightly in an orderly pattern, while in ordinary liquids loosely bound molecules roam about in random fashion. Still, it's a fact that some substances can flow—and thus, be poured like an ordinary liquid—but they retain a crystal-like molecular structure.

Liquid crystals were discovered in 1888 and it has been estimated since that one out of every 200 organic chemical compounds can exist in a liquid-crystal phase. RCA, in 1968, was one of the first companies to announce progress in its R&D efforts to manufacture liquid-crystal displays commercially.

There are three distinct types of liquid crystal. All exist as homogeneous liquids—they are not a suspension of solid crystals in a liquid solution. In a nematic (thread-like)
Model 1003 liquid-crystal display from Optel Corp., comes in 28-pin package, works from 15-60 V, consumes 40 microwatts per segment at 20 V.

The Latest on Liquid Crystals

Liquid crystal, the molecules align themselves in a single direction so that they are able to slide past each other. In a smectic (soap-like) liquid crystal, the molecules are stacked in parallel layers so that they cannot slide past one another.

In the third type of liquid crystal, the cholesteric (so called because the majority of these crystals are chemical derivatives of cholesterol—an organic compound), the molecular structure somewhat resembles that of nematic liquid crystals except that a spiral orientation separates the molecular layers into distinct planes. A cholesteric liquid crystal is a bit more three-dimensional than the nematic type.

At low temperatures all these materials are solids. However, as the temperature is raised, they quickly enter a liquid-crystal phase. At still higher temperatures, they become ordinary isotropic liquids (like water) which have a random molecular orientation. Therefore, each liquid crystal has its own specific temperature range. Outside this range it exists as a solid or a liquid.

Nematic liquid crystals seem to respond best to electric fields and, so far, are the most important for electronic research. When a normally transparent nematic crystal is exposed to an electric field it becomes milky white (or cloudy). When the field is removed it becomes transparent again.

Apparently the electric field creates ions that travel through the crystal to produce a turbulence that scatters ambient light, thus producing the milky appearance. The amount of light scattered depends on the applied voltage, which typically can range from six volts to upwards of 60 V, DC or pulsed. More recent research indicates that low- and high-frequency alternating currents can make a liquid crystal appear frothy or transparent too. Typical applied frequencies might be 60 cps and 1 kc (in the same voltage range).

If a liquid-crystal film is placed over a black background, a complete scale of gray tones—from black to white—is achieved by varying the applied voltage. The total power required can range from one milliwatt per square inch down to 300 microwatts per square inch, depending on voltage, whether it's AC or DC, frequency, etc.

Actually, nematic liquid-crystal displays work something like parallel-plate capacitors. The liquid-crystal substance serves as a dielectric (insulator) that is placed between the electrodes which apply the electric field.

A liquid-crystal display is constructed by placing a thin film (about one-thousandth of an inch thick) of liquid-crystal material between two sheets of glass. Each sheet of glass has an electrode film that makes contact with the liquid-crystal film. One of the electrodes

RCA's TA8040-8043 liquid-crystal readouts have four 7-segment digits, will operate from 15 VAC at frequency of 60 cps. Readouts cost $75 each.
—usually tin oxide—must be transparent. If the second electrode can be opaque (it usually is so that it will reflect light), it’s made of evaporated nickel or aluminum. Thus, a liquid-crystal display either can be reflective or transmissive—the inner surface of the back plate either is opaque (for contrast) or transparent (for back lighting).

Ordinarily, when the applied voltage is removed, a nematic liquid-crystal display ceases to be turbulent (cloudy or milky) and once again becomes transparent. A liquid-crystal readout that stays on after the voltage is removed would be helpful in certain applications.

One approach is to mix nematic and cholesteric liquid crystals together. The cholesteric molecules apparently form clumps that prevent the nematic-crystal molecules from realigning themselves to their former orientation when the charge is removed. An AC voltage (in the audio-frequency range) then can be used to untangle the clumped cholesteric molecules and turn the display off. Progress in this area, however, is slow and most displays being readied for commercial ventures require a continuously applied voltage.

**Commercial applications for nematic liquid-crystal displays could include**—aside from numerical readouts for calculators, computers, test equipment, etc.—electronic clocks and watches, automobile dashboard displays, scoreboards, stock-tickers, panel displays to replace cathode-ray tubes and flat-screen TV sets.

The idea of a flat-screen TV starts most people daydreaming, even though this product still is some time off in the future. However, liquid crystals could eventually make it a reality. Remember that liquid crystals reflect ambient light (an electroluminescent CRT generates its own), so image brightness improves as room lighting is increased. A portable TV set having a screen made up of nematic liquid crystals would perform best out in broad daylight.

While a liquid-crystal, flat-screen TV would make good use of current IC technology and operate on low voltages, there are technical hurdles that will take time to overcome. For one, a conductive coating must be laid down as a fine mosaic whose individual elements are charged sequentially by a scanning video signal. Such a mosaic would require perhaps 525 row electrodes and about 700 column electrodes—or at least 367,500 electrical connections.

A second problem is that liquid crystals (unlike LEDs) do not respond quickly enough to the addressing signal. They have slow switching speeds. In a TV mosaic, the elements would not turn on fast enough. Thus it’s likely that line-at-a-time addressing would be used.

Instead of sending video information directly to the liquid-crystal matrix, a line’s worth of video information would be accumulated in a storage register and then transferred to the mosaic en-masse.

Recent work in nematic liquid-crystal displays centers around commercially feasible numerical readouts. Since each liquid-crystal digit consists of (at least) seven bars or segments, the problem of hooking up a multi-digit display becomes critical—though not as impossible as a TV-screen matrix. For example, a numerical display consisting of eight seven-segment liquid-crystal digits
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Putting Liquid Crystals to Work

Let's take a look at the practical side of liquid crystals by seeing how they change color when exposed to heat.

By JOHN POTTER SHIELDS and JORMA HYYPIA

We have seen that there are three types of liquid crystals—nematic, smectic and cholesteric—and that nematic liquid crystals make display systems upon application of an electric field. The crystals become turbulent, taking on a frosty appearance when they reflect incident light. Thus, a nematic liquid-crystal display turns on by reflecting light in patterns (numerals, letters, etc.).

However, liquid crystals can be used in detection systems as well as display systems. Turbulence in the crystals caused by electrical, magnetic or thermal (heat) energy is revealed when the crystals change color. In this article, we'll concentrate on using liquid crystals to detect heat (power dissipation) in semiconductors.

Cholesteric liquid crystals are best for this purpose because they exhibit colors that can be related to specific temperatures. Some of the cholesteric liquid crystals are sensitive enough to produce a minute color shift for one degree of temperature change (as the temperature rises, these liquid crystals change color from red to orange to yellow to green to blue).

Liquid crystals can be painted onto objects, but it's more convenient to use liquid crystals that are encapsulated in microscopic bubbles attached to sheets of plastic. The crystals don't become contaminated and thus last longer. These sheets can be pressed against (or glued to) the object being tested. The heat-induced color patterns that result—they resemble iridescent oil films—indicate the temperature of the device.

The color changes enable temperature variations in an electronic component to be detected and related to power dissipation.

For example, the breakdown point of a semiconductor rectifier's p-n junction can be pinpointed because abnormal heat produced by a high current creates a revealing color pattern. The procedure is simple. You just match the temperature range of your liquid crystals with the critical temperature of the rectifier (which should be provided in the manufacturer's spec sheet) and you're in business.

Luckily, home experimenters can use liquid crystals available from Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, N.J. 08007, (609) 547-3488, to study the effects of heat on electronic gear. These liquid crystals are available encapsulated on a substrate of Mylar film. (See page 142 of Edmund Scientific's Catalog No. 721).

There are six Mylar sheets in every kit which are sensitive to a specific temperature

Photograph shows small piece of liquid-crystal sheet attached to triac. Mylar film encapsulating liquid-crystal substance may resist bending, so care must be exercised when you try to attach it.

Electronics Illustrated
where the surface area to specific colors. are included which costs $10. An range (66.2-91.4°F., 86-96.8°F., 91.4-98.6°F., 95-96.8°F. and 113-120.2°F.). An experimenter’s kit using 4 x 6-in. sheets costs $4. A larger kit which has 6 x 12-in. sheets costs $10. Graphs (see illustration) are included which relate these temperatures to specific colors. (A paint-on liquid-crystal set is also available for $19.50. This is useful for objects having irregular surfaces, or where the surface area on a component is limited. Remember, however, that the liquid-crystal substance will deteriorate rather quickly since there is no encapsulation.)

The temperature range offered by Edmund Scientific that’s most useful to check the power dissipation of electronic components—for instance, power transistors. SCRs, triacs, silicon rectifiers, zener diodes, ICs, etc.—is 113 to 120°F. (45-49°C.). This sheet is included in every kit. (It’s also available as a single 12 x 12-in. sheet from Edmund Scientific for $2.75.)

Whatever size sheet you order, you can cut it up into smaller pieces to suit your experiment (e.g. to the size of the device). Note, however, that the Mylar-film encapsulation is stiff material and this sometimes makes it difficult to wrap the liquid-crystal sheets around components. Also remember that the colors result because the liquid crystals reflect incident light. Thus, the more they are illuminated, say, with a bright lamp, the more intense the colors will be.

Now let’s get down to the business of using these liquid crystals to measure component temperatures. Our illustration shows a small strip of liquid-crystal sheet wrapped around a triac that’s mounted on a heat sink (a dab of rubber cement will do the job fine).

Since a triac or SCR is designed to control a wide range of currents, large and small, it’s helpful that the color changes for these components (which should be correlated with the color-temperature curves provided with the liquid-crystal sheet) can give an indication of when the devices are drawing too much current—or perhaps not enough for a specific application, such as a solid-state blender or light dimmer. If, for instance, the triac’s critical temperature is in the blue portion of the curve, any change from green to blue will mean a burnout is imminent.

If you are working with output transistors (in pairs) any unbalance in these transistors’ collector currents should become evident by a change in color of the attached liquid-crystal sheets. If you do a lot of experimenting in the audio field, this is a quick and dirty—but effective—way of saving expensive power transistors.

Also, don’t forget critical components such as resistors, rectifiers and transformer windings which may be crowded in some remote part of a chassis. If these should become too hot, a color change may be a quicker indication of trouble than the traditional technique of taking a whiff of burning insulation.

Burn, baby, burn is an outmoded form of troubleshooting, as well as a costly one (power transistors can run $8 or more). Liquid crystals could be the answer you’ve been looking for.

Graph of color-temperature curves is supplied by Edmund Scientific Co. with its kits of encapsulated liquid crystals. Sensitive crystals which show all colors within a few degrees have flat curves. Less sensitive crystals have steeper curves because greater changes in temperature are required to produce all colors. Curve for liquid-crystal sheet used in electronic experiments (range is 45-49°C.) is shown at top. Color change is from red to blue.
VICTORY AT LAST! Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, a pioneer in the field of home-entertainment electronics who has retired from his position as head of CBS Laboratories, looks at a child whose birth was delayed some 30 years. It's the compact color TV camera made by RCA which was used by the Astronauts on the Apollo XV mission to send back magnificent color pictures from the moon's surface. The camera uses a field-sequential technique—where first red, then blue and finally green images are transmitted in a sequence—which was developed by Dr. Goldmark back in 1940. This is the only method which permits telecasting at the low light levels of the lunar atmosphere.

Electronics in the News

Pen name or photo credit? Editors at United Press International, a major news service headquartered in New York, are getting ready to create stories via a computer. A computer system to be installed at UPI by mid-1972 will permit an editor to display a news story on a video terminal so that he can prepare the copy for distribution to subscribers. First, stories filed by UPI correspondents are fed into the computer, then the computer prepares an abstract of the story suitable for visual display. The editor makes his changes via a keyboard and then feeds the story back to the computer for distribution on the newswire.
Bird's eye view of sun. Engineers at Hughes Aircraft Co. examine a scale model of what will be a new generation of Orbiting Solar Observatories. OSOs will be launched by NASA in 1973, 1975 and 1976—they'll provide the most detailed picture of X-ray and ultraviolet activity on the sun ever. One basic question NASA scientists hope will be answered is how the sun—a relatively cool body having a temperature of 10,000°F at its surface—heats its 10,000-mile corona to a temperature of 4 million degrees.

Is she programmed? No, the lovely lady is not listening to four-channel stereo. Believe it or not, she's closer to electronic warfare than high-fidelity sound. Teamed up with a Sony video tape recorder is EMI's (they're a major British electronics company) new radar signal recorder. The signal processor (at right) is filled with circuit modules so the device will adapt to all types of radar systems. It permits both primary and secondary radar signals to be recorded on magnetic tape.
10 Reasons why RCA Home Training is your best investment for a rewarding career in electronics:
LEADER IN ELECTRONICS TRAINING
When you think of electronics, you immediately think of RCA...a name that stands for dependability, integrity, and pioneering scientific advances. For over half a century, RCA Institutes, Inc., a subsidiary of RCA, has been a leader in technical training.

2 RCA AUTOTEXT TEACHES ELECTRONICS FASTER, EASIER, ALMOST AUTOMATICALLY
Beginner or refresher, AUTOTEXT, RCA Institutes' own method of programmed Home Training will help you learn electronics more quickly and with less effort, even if you've had trouble with conventional learning methods in the past.

3 WELL PAID JOBS ARE OPEN TO MEN SKILLED IN ELECTRONICS
RCA Institutes is doing something positive to help men with an interest in electronics to qualify for rewarding jobs in this fascinating field. There are challenging new fields that need electronics technicians...new careers such as computers, automation, television, space electronics where the work is interesting and earnings are greater.

4 WIDE CHOICE OF CAREER PROGRAMS
Start today on the electronics career of your choice. On the attached card is a list of "Career Programs", each of which starts with the amazing AUTOTEXT method of programmed instruction. Look the list over, pick the one best suited to you and check it off on the card.

SPECIALIZED ADVANCED TRAINING
For those already working in electronics or with previous training, RCA Institutes offers advanced courses. You can start on a higher level without wasting time on work you already know.

6 PERSONAL SUPERVISION THROUGHOUT
All during your program of home study, your training is supervised by RCA Institutes experts who become personally involved in your efforts and help you over any "rough spots" that may develop.

7 HANDS-ON TRAINING
To give practical application to your studies, a variety of valuable RCA Institutes engineered kits are included in your program. You get over 250 projects and experiments and as many as 22 kits in some programs. Each kit is complete in itself. You never have to take apart one piece to build another. They're yours to keep and use on the job.

8 FCC LICENSE TRAINING—MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
Take RCA's Communications Career program—or enter with advanced standing and prepare immediately for your 1st, 2nd, or 3rd class FCC Radio Telephone License examinations. RCA Institutes money-back agreement assures you of your money back if you fail to pass the FCC examination taken within 6 months after completing the course.

9 CONVENIENT PAYMENT PLANS
You get a selection of low-cost tuition plans. And, we are an eligible institution under the Federally Insured Student Loan Program.

10 RCA INSTITUTES IS FULLY ACCREDITED
RCA Institutes is an accredited member of the National Home Study Council. Licensed by N. Y. State—courses of study and instructional facilities are approved by the State Education Department.

VETERANS: TRAIN UNDER NEW GI BILL
SEND ATTACHED POSTAGE PAID CARD TODAY! FREE DESCRIPTIVE BOOK YOURS WITHOUT OBLIGATION!

If reply card is detached, send this coupon today.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY __________________________________
STATE ZIP ____________________________
AGE __________________________________
VETERANS: Check here □
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Hi-Performance Converter for 2 Meters

Stepping up to 2 meters? Our low-cost 2-meter converter features good selectivity and sensitivity—and it works with your present rig.

By JIM WHITE, W5LET

THE 2-meter band can be lots of fun. What other band lets you call other hams over 50 to 60 mi. away with just a few watts? And on what other band can you call via repeater to a mobile far beyond the normal capabilities of your equipment? Two meters has a lot of advantages over the lower bands. There are some disadvantages but, fortunately, these can be overcome.

One of the problems encountered by most newcomers stepping up to VHF is lack of a good receiver. Most hams can't afford the luxury of a separate 2-meter rig. Figuring that a converter is the answer, they buy one, hoping it will mate with the communications rig they already own. The fledgling VHFer is almost immediately discouraged by his newly purchased cheap-and-simple converter.

For consistent reception on 2 meters, a high-performance converter is a must. Our Hi-Performance Converter was designed and built with two basic objectives in mind: sensitivity and selectivity at low cost.

How It Works. Our performance-proven converter uses the latest semiconductors throughout. Two RF amplifiers (Q1 and Q2) boost the input signal. The antenna is coupled to Q1, a dual-gate field-effect transistor. This transistor provides excellent sensitivity and superior immunity to cross modulation. The first RF amplifier is followed by Q2, a junction-type FET. Both input and output of the RF amplifiers are tuned to 2 meters.

The second RF amplifier is followed by Q3, another FET. It operates as a mixer. The output of this stage is tuned to 16 mc.

The local-oscillator portion of our converter is crystal controlled. Consisting of bipolar transistor Q4, its output is tuned to 43.33 mc. The other transistor, Q5, is an FET. It's tuned to Q4's third harmonic—or 130 mc. The circuit shown assures sufficient oscillator injection to the mixer.

Included on the same mounting plate with the RF portion of the converter is a power supply that provides about 13 VDC. A 12-VAC low-voltage transformer (T1) bridge rectifier assembly (SR1-SR4)
and two filter capacitors (C23 and C24) make up this part of the circuit.

Our converter is constructed in an unorthodox manner. An aluminum chassis measuring 7 x 11 x 2 in. serves as the base for the converter. There are two advantages to this type of construction: easier building and good shielding. The converter is built on an aluminum plate and is attached to the chassis with sheet-metal screws.

**Building the Converter.** Before you actually begin construction, take a look at the pictorial. It is absolutely necessary that you follow the layout for the RF portion of the converter just as shown.

Begin by building the oscillator stage. Note

---

**Fig. 1**—Complete schematic of 2-meter converter shown here. Capacitor C18 consists of two lengths of No. 20 insulated hookup wire twisted together. Keep all lead lengths short in first two RF amplifier stages.

**Fig. 2**—Coil L3 on top of C5. To left is transistor Q2, second RF amplifier stage. Spread L3 as shown.

---

**PARTS LIST**

| C1, C3, C7, C14, C16 | .001 µf button type capacitor |
| C2, C5 | 2 to 6 µf ceramic trimmer capacitor |
| C4, C12, C16 | 01 µf 50 VDC ceramic disc capacitor |
| C6 | 12 µf silver mica capacitor |
| C8, C13, C15, C19 | 1 to 7 µf compression type trimmer capacitor |
| C9 | 6.8 µf silver mica capacitor |
| C10, C11, C12, C20 | 0.01 µf 50 VDC ceramic disc capacitor |
| C21, C22, C23 | 22 µf silver mica capacitor |
| C24 | 1,000 µf @ 15 electrolytic capacitor |
| Q1 | Dual gate FET RCA type 40600 |
| Q2, Q3, Q5 | Junction FET Motorola type MPF102 |
| Q4 | 2N706A |

**Resistors:**

| R4, R10, R13 | 10,000 ohms |
| R6, R8, R9 | 22,000 ohms |
| R7 | 1 megohm |
| R11, R12 | 470 ohms |
| R2, R3 | 100,000 ohms |
| R1 | 47,000 ohms |

**Bridge rectifier unit:**

| R13, R14 | 200 PIV @ 1 A |

**Low voltage transformer:**

| T1 | 117 VAC, secondary: 12.6 V AC @ 1 A |

**Crystal socket:**

| XTAL | 43.333 mc. third overtone type crystal |

**Bottom chassis cover:**

| 1 | 7 x 11 x 2 in. aluminum chassis |

**Chassis type coax connectors:**

| 2 | 1/2 watt, 10% unless otherwise indicated |

**Miscellaneous:**

| 3 | 3 ground lugs, 8 3-lug terminal strips, 1 4-lug terminal strip, 1 5-lug terminal strip, No. 20 solid No. 22 stranded wire, 6-32 hardware, line cord, etc. |
Hi-Performance Converter for 2 Meters

Fig. 3—Oscillator stage Q3 is shown to the left while tripler output stage Q5 and components are at the right. Capacitor C18 is twisted piece of wire.

that this stage, as well as others, makes liberal use of terminal strips. Build the tripler stage next. When you have completed both stages, you can check your work. Insert a 43.333 mc crystal in the socket. Now connect the positive terminal of a 9-V battery to the junction of components L7 and C12.

Attach the negative battery terminal to the mounting plate. Connect a VTVM to the gate of Q1 and turn L7's slug until a negative voltage is indicated on the meter. Your reading should fall between 6 and 15 VDC.

The tripler stage is checked by connecting a VTVM through an RF probe to Q5's drain via a 5-muf capacitor. Peak coil L8 by turning C13's adjusting screw with an insulated screwdriver. If both oscillator and tripler stages check out, proceed to build the mixer.

Mixer stage (Q31) is built in a straightforward manner. Output transformer L6 is constructed separately and later installed on the chassis. Both primary and secondary coils are wound on a ½-in. slug-tuned form. The primary consists of 22 turns of No. 28 enamelled wire closewound. The secondary winding consists of four turns of No. 22 solid hookup wire wound over the primary. Solder C22 across the primary. Install L6 in a square shield can canniballized from an old IF transformer.

Capacitor C18 is made by twisting two lengths of No. 20 insulated hookup wire together. Eight or nine turns, about an inch long, is sufficient. See the pictorial for details.

Components L5 and C19 as well as Q3 are terminal-strip-mounted. Coil L5 is self-supporting and is made of No. 20 bare hookup wire.

The two RF amplifiers are constructed in the same manner as the mixer. No special precautions need be observed except when [Continued on page 98]
Fig. 5—Follow the pictorial as closely as possible for best performance. L6 is mounted on top of chassis in old IF transformer can. Carefully spread coils as shown here.
How To Defeat Color TV Beat

by ART MARGOLIS

Getting rid of herringbones, wiggly lines and swirling colors is a lot easier than you may think. A screwdriver, diddlestick and quick thinking will do it.

EVERYBODY at one time or another is bothered by herringbones, lightning bolts and other gremlins that quickly turn a color TV into a mod version of a barber's pole. Fortunately, such havoc is easy to get rid of. All it takes is a little thought and no tools other than a screwdriver and a plastic hex-head diddlestick.

Two questions to think about are: One, is the beat caused by an external signal or does it originate inside the TV? Two, what is the name and frequency of the beat signal?

Now that you know what questions to ask and what kind of tools to use, four typical case histories should help you clean up the screen.

Outside Interference. The voice on the phone sounded irritated. "Ever since you installed this new antenna system, channel three has been a zero." I recognized the voice immediately. It was Jack Wilson, the owner of Wilson Chemical Co., a small plant at the edge of town. I said, "Be right over."

At setside I switched to channel three. A beautiful color picture appeared. I looked at Wilson quizzically. He snapped, "It doesn't happen all the time." Then it zonked us. A herringbone pattern appeared on the screen. At first it whirled round and round, then it became stationary.

Wilson said, "Now watch this!" He took a small screwdriver, disconnected the antenna lead from the terminals and put his finger there instead. The beat pattern dissolved and a sickly version of channel three appeared. When he reattached the antenna lead, a strong channel three reappeared—complete with the beat pattern overlay.

I nodded. Then he said, "No doubt it's the fault of your antenna." I smiled. I reached over to the control box of his antenna rotor, noted the heading NE and gave it a new heading due north. The box clattered. I could picture the large antenna head lumbering around to the new heading.

Wilson said rather startled, "It's gone."

I said, "Yes, but your channel three is not as good either." I continued, "You're picking up some kind of TV interference. It looks like a transmitter operating in the 30 to 50 megacycle Special Services band. Evidently the transmitter is northeast from here. Channel three is probably northeast from here, too. When you aim your new directional antenna to get channel three you're also aiming at the source of the TVI. Let's see if we can pinpoint it."

I picked up the phone and called the shop. My son Deni answered. I said, "Den, rotate our big antenna and see if you can pick up
some herringbone on channel three. Get me the exact direction."

While he was doing that I went out to the truck and rummaged around for a high-pass filter that cuts off at 52 mc and a map of our town.

Back in the house, I attached the wavetrap to the antenna terminals and reset his antenna to northeast. The beat pattern all but disappeared. He beamed.

Then the phone rang. I picked it up. "Yeah. Den."

He said, "I get some beat on channel three when I point our antenna due east." I thanked my son for the prompt call and reached into my pocket for the map.

I laid out the map and marked the locations of Wilson’s house, our shop and channel three. Sure enough, channel three’s transmitter was directly northeast. Then I drew two lines on the map. One ran from Wilson’s house northeast and the other ran due east from our shop. The lines intersected near the corner of 68th Avenue and North First Street.

Jack Wilson was watching me. He said, "Why that’s exactly where my plant is."

I asked, "Do you have any electronic gear there?"

He said quietly, "Why no, we are a chemical company."

Then he mused, "Wait a minute, we did have to get some kind of permit for a new kind of heater. Works on RF energy or something."

I charged him for a service call and the high-pass filter. "Better get it adjusted before somebody else complains to the FCC," I advised. As I drove away he waved with a bewildered look on his face.

Dancing With A Silent Partner. On a rainy day I got a call from a guy whose color set was on the fritz. I paused in the doorway of his den and watched a boy and girl—both about sixteen—dancing some kind of rock. But there wasn’t a sound in the room. not a note of music.

They spotted me and stopped. The girl’s father shooed them out and then took me over to the TV. It was on, but the sound was turned down.

The father looked at me, shrugged and turned the sound up. The TV sounded fine. He said, "Art, the set is working okay except for channel seven. Watch!"

He tuned in a color picture. Just at the point where the color should have been perfect an undulating herringbone pattern appeared. I thought to myself, it’s not a fixed frequency otherwise the pattern would be steady. It’s being modulated by some sort of signal.

A nearby FM station can do this by throwing a beat signal into one of the high-band (7-13) channels. I reached into my tube caddy and took out a tunable trap. I attached it to the antenna lead-in and tuned it from one end of the FM band to the other (from 88 to 108 mc). At about 102 mc the herringbone disappeared.

The owner smiled. Meanwhile the young couple drifted back in. I removed the trap and got a piece of 300-ohm lead from the truck.

My FM trap is an expensive item—since it covers the entire FM band—and I use it strictly for testing. A simple wavetrap for a single frequency can be made with a length of 300-ohm lead.

I attached one end of the lead-in wire
How To Defeat Color TV Beat

To the antenna terminals, while watching the TV screen, with the aid of my pocket knife I began a trial-and-error shorting procedure. I pushed the blade of the knife through the insulation of the ribbon lead until the steel blade shorted one wire to the other. At different points along the wire the short eliminated the beat signal to a greater or lesser extent. Then I hit the spot where the FM beat disappeared altogether.

I cut the wire an inch further down along the ribbon, stripped it back an inch and shorted the two exposed ends together. That was it. The beat was gone.

The father smiled, but the younger fellow frowned. "Sir," he asked. I looked up. He continued, "Is there any way I can get that beat pattern back?"

I nodded, "Sure, just take off the trap. However, this gentleman is going to pay me for attaching it."

He interrupted, "Oh, I'll put it back on later. It's just that we were dancing a new dance. Instead of dancing to a sound beat we've been dancing to the picture beat."

The Moving Windshield Wiper. A bass voice on the phone said, "This is John Barclay of Barclay and Baird. I wonder if you could give me some advice?"

I recognized the firm as a well known law partnership located in the county seat about thirty miles away.

He continued, "Ah, what is your normal service charge for color TV sets?"

I said, "In your area we charge $9.95."

He went on, "Well, you won't need to come out here, just give me some advice."

I sighed, "Yes sir, what is it?"

"Well, we just had cable TV installed in our home—two outlets, one in the living room and the other in the bedroom. Now, in the bedroom there is a black and white portable and in the living room there is a 23-in. color set."

I let out an "Uh-huh."

"Well, on both TV's I get some interference on channel ten that looks like a moving windshield wiper. With the portable I can use the fine tuner to get it out. But on the color TV, if I get it out with the fine tuner I also lose color. Then, when I try to tune the color back in, the windshield wiper starts up again."

I interjected, "That windshield wiper is called adjacent channel interference. It is actually the picture signal of channel eleven slopping over into channel ten."

He said, "That's very interesting, but how [Continued on page 97]"
THE LATEST FCC figures are out and a few of the statistics are revealing. This agency now regulates about 50 different types of mobile radio—from police cars to pizza wagons—and two-way radio is the largest group it controls.

Guess who’s the biggest group in the land? CB is the winner, with 886,951 licenses issued. That’s about three times more fans than the closest competitor has—ham radio with 275,451 tickets. Third down the line are ships, with about 201,000 tickets.

Besides figures, we have an exciting regulation from the 1510 people who make up the FCC. Channel 9 has been set aside for emergency communications. Another notable happening, a new schedule of whopping license fees has gone into effect. Before the fee increase, the FCC collected about $4.6 million on CB applications. This now should puff up to about $24.9 million. This last figure is a twist above the amount appropriated by Congress ($24.5 million) to keep the FCC in application forms and direction-finding gear. It means that the 36-year-old FCC should be self-supporting.

The fearless detectives of the FCC’s Field Engineering Bureau cracked down on enough CB outlaws in one 12-month period to begin 300 hearings to revoke licenses. Surprisingly, the number was down slightly from the previous 12 months (335 cases), but there probably has been less CB activity because of the recession rather than any outbreak of honest operating.

One startling figure buried in these raw statistics may stop some of the wild talk about CB law-breakers. Maybe they’re not such a dastardly lot, after all. During these 12 months FCC inspectors swooped down on nearly 2000 commercial broadcast-radio stations—the men who bring us Marcus Welby and Doris Day! In more than half of these investigations, broadcasters were found to be violating one or more FCC rules.

Throttling RF Gain. Few CBers ever complain that incoming signals are too strong but overpowering RF from a nearby neighbor or mobile station can cause trouble. The usual symptom is front-end overload, which transforms audio into a blather. This even can happen when a powerful station on a different channel sneaks into the receiver and blocks one you’re working. Yet another malady is cross-modulation, where potent interference embraces the signal you’re hearing and modulates it.

That’s why almost all ham and communications receivers have a front-panel control marked RF Gain. This pot lets the operator throttle back the RF amplifier stage, where most overload troubles occur.

Since the RF stage often operates over a million-to-one range, it needs some manual assistance. Some CB receivers get by without the control by relying on an automatic gain control (AGC). A few manufacturers, though, add the RF gain control to CB sets. This raises the question of whether it’s essential or just nice to have.

If your set is single-sideband, then RF gain is as important as a standard volume control. Sideband (SSB) confuses AGC circuits and it’s better to adjust a radio-frequency amplifier manually for each incoming sideband signal.

When your rig is operating in conventional fashion you can get along nicely without this accessory. It just might be a good idea, though, if you’re plagued by neighbors who fill your receiver with false responses or people who run up power with illegal linear. An RF gain control affords a slight tuning advantage in the rare case of too much rather than too little.

Trunking CB Channels. In my last column I discussed a study, done by Advanced Technology Systems, Inc., for the FCC, which was based on a sampling of 9,296 CBers selected at random by the U.S. Census Bureau. One suggestion brought forth by ATS in its report seems especially commendable. It’s borrowed from the trunking system used by telephone companies. Here’s how it works.

The study discovered that many CBers own multichannel rigs but typically operate on only one, two or three channels. To contact

[Continued on page 104]
We Search for the Winners of El’s Win-the-World Contest!

Our Win-the-World Contest draws to a close . . . but slowly, and the end has not quite been reached at this writing.

El here again presents the list of 100 great prizes and at the right is the list of finalists. The winners are all in that group. But not everybody in the group is a winner.

And, as you will soon note, the names are shown in alphabetical order rather than by ranking. The ranking process—determining who gets what prize—is still going on as this is being written.

The contest has not been decided quite as soon as we had planned because of the complications brought about by the necessity of verifying a huge number of QSL cards and letters. The verification process has turned out to be a longer-lasting job than we at El had anticipated.

To repeat what we’ve just said: at this writing we have not arrived at a ranking of the winners. But material that appears in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRIZE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRAND</td>
<td>A trip to your favorite country anywhere in the world via Pan American World Airways, the world’s most experienced airline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>RCA G-2000 color TV set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Heathkit/Thomas Legato organ kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th-5th</td>
<td>Heathkit GR-370 color TV kits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th-7th</td>
<td>Conar color TV kits by National Radio Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th-13th</td>
<td>Your choice of home-study course from: Cleveland Institute of Electronics, CRIE, ICS, National Radio Institute, National Technical Schools, RCA Institutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14th</td>
<td>Hallicrafters SX-122A receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15th-19th</td>
<td>Hallicrafters SX-133 receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20th</td>
<td>Advent 201 cassette tape deck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21st</td>
<td>Sony STR-6055 stereo FM/AM receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22nd</td>
<td>RCA WR-52A Stereo FM Signal Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23rd</td>
<td>Allied Radio Shack Patrolman PRO-3 VHF/UHF receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24th</td>
<td>Sansui QS-1 Quadphonic Synthesizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th</td>
<td>Weston 666 solid-state VOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26th</td>
<td>Courier Citation solid-state base-station CB transceiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27th</td>
<td>Olson RA-280 stereo FM/AM solid-state receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28th</td>
<td>RCA WR-502A solid-state color-bar generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29th</td>
<td>Hallicrafters CR-44A Ranger portable shortwave receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30th</td>
<td>Avanti Moonraker CB base-station antenna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31st-35th</td>
<td>DeltaAlert ultrasonic intrusion detector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36th</td>
<td>Hallicrafters S-240 entertainment/communications receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37th</td>
<td>Two CB miles from Turner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38th</td>
<td>Edmund Scientific Deluxe Visual Effects Projections Set plus Rippling Color Accessory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39th-41st</td>
<td>Hallicrafters skip-band receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42nd</td>
<td>Eico 3450 four-channel color organ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43rd</td>
<td>$100 credit with Electro-Voice for any equipment in their latest catalog, including miniature 651C communications mike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44th-45th</td>
<td>Complete library designed for hams and SWLs from the Howard W. Sams Publishing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46th</td>
<td>$100 credit for any antenna in the latest catalog of Antenna Specialists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47th</td>
<td>Mollory MCR-1232 portable cassette recorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48th</td>
<td>$100 credit with Shakespeare, one of the leaders in the CB antenna field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49th</td>
<td>A library of the latest bestsellers from Tab Books Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50th</td>
<td>One year subscription to electronics hobbyist’s favorite magazine—ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
meant by anybody whose name appears in the box below.

In addition, we have decided to try to answer any questions posed by other contestants—those who did not become finalists. Queries should be addressed to EI at 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.

One point we'd like to make about the entries: a huge proportion of the candidates obviously went to great lengths to follow the rules scrupulously. We appreciate their effort and win or lose, we hope the contest was fun for all.

The final list of winners and their prizes will appear in our next (May) issue.
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THE YEAR was 1959. When Heath's Christmas catalog arrived, we were excited to discover a new speaker kit, the $69.95 AS-2. It was their version of the Acoustic Research AR-2 which, with the AR-1, made headlines in the audio world in the mid-Fifties.

The AR-2 was AR's low-price acoustic-suspension speaker system. The AR-1, which was the top-of-the-line speaker, has since passed into history. Its direct descendant was the AR-3 which has now been updated by the AR-3a.

Heath recently introduced the AS-103, a kit version of AR's new top-of-the-line speaker—the $250 AR-3a. In the same oiled-walnut cabinet as the AR-3a, the AS-103 sells for $189.50.

In the world of hi-fi, AR's Model AR-3a and its predecessor the AR-3, have long been regarded as two of the best speaker systems available. In fact, many professional audio people, including our reviewer, use the AR-3a as a standard by which to judge other speaker systems.

The AS-103 and the AR-3a differ only in outward appearance. The grille cloth on the AS-103 looks a bit different and is removable, while on the AR-3a it is not removable. Also, on the rear panel, the mid-range and high-frequency driver level-control knobs and the binding posts are different. Most noticeable, however, is the 3-A fuse on the AS-103 which is not on the AR-3a. The fuse has been incorporated by Heath to prevent damage to the speaker in the event of severe overdrive. Here, the dissimilarities between the AS-103 and the AR-3a end. The sound of the two systems is indistinguishable.

Both the AR-3a and the AS-103 measure 25 x 14 x 11 3/4 in. and weigh 53 pounds. The woofer in both speakers is a 12-in. acoustic-suspension driver.

The acoustic-suspension principle is responsible for the AS-103's excellent low-frequency performance. When the AR-1 speaker system, the first to use the acoustic-suspension principle, was introduced in 1954, it radically changed previously held ideas about the size a speaker system had to be to re-
produce the lowest audio frequencies. Today, the acoustic-suspension principle is the most popular and successful approach to designing a small system capable of low-frequency, low-distortion performance.

Having developed the acoustic-suspension low-frequency driver, AR was not content to rest on its laurels. Instead, it developed a new type of mid-range and high-frequency driver. What resulted was the hemispherical-dome midrange and high-frequency drivers whose response is extremely flat. Even more important is the fact that this type driver has a wider dispersion than that of cone-type mid-range and high-frequency drivers.

The dome-type drivers first appeared in the AR-3a's predecessor, the AR-3. The mid-range and high-frequency drivers in the AR-3a and AS-103 have diameters of 1 ½ in. and ¾ in., respectively.

Construction of the AS-103 took us a little less than four hours. The first steps consisted of installing the three binding posts, two pots and the fuseholder on the control panel. This was followed by the mounting of the crossover capacitors and inductors in the cabinet. We next installed and connected the midrange and high-frequency drivers.

Then came a preliminary electrical check of the system using an amplifier and a program source.

At this point the low-frequency driver is connected but not installed in the cabinet. Upon completing this step we tore up a sheet of acoustic padding into small blocks. After stuffing them in the cabinet as directed, we installed the low-frequency driver and then the grille cloth. We encountered no problems along the way. As usual, Heath's well-illustrated manual left no stones unturned.

The superb sound of the AS-103 is not surprising since Acoustic Research supplies the three drivers and crossover network parts. Heath is responsible for the cabinet, fiberglass stuffing and grille cloth.

The woofer-midrange crossover frequency is 575 cps, while the midrange-high-frequency crossover frequency is 5000 cps. The measured anechoic-chamber frequency response of the AS-103 and the AR-3a is the same and extremely good. Their response curves are extremely flat over the entire audio spectrum.

The AS-103 sounds flat and smooth. Comparative listening tests of the AS-103 and other speakers quickly reveal the AS-103's superb low-distortion characteristics. Its low-frequency power handling ability and very low distortion are immediately apparent. The midrange and top-end sound is extremely clean and well defined. The AS-103 exhibited no high-frequency beaming effects. With no reservations, we'd say that for the money the AS-103 is one of the best speakers on the market today.
STEALING is definitely a growth industry, say Wall Street analysts. Soon there may be more profit in alarms than in purse-snatching. This is the province of a new book called Fire & Theft Security Systems by Byron Wels (TAB Books, $4.95. 176 pages). As the title promises, it covers everything from the simple switch systems for home and car, to sophisticated microwave detection and automatic telephone-dialers.

Mr. Wels has also written some screamingly funny lines. The author reveals that he has solved his personal mugging problem with a huge German Shepherd that is truly menacing. Another Wels-ian tip: carry small packets of pepper and when assaulted toss the entire contents into your assailant’s eyes. In his somewhat more serious moments, Mr. Wels provides a good guide to many of the electronic systems now widely installed in homes and businesses.

Talking about fire alarms, there’s a novel one featured in This Month, a periodical catalog mailed by Herbach & Rademan (40 E. Erie Ave., Phila., Pa. 19134). This alarm has no batteries, no wires and needs no electricity. Inside its housing is a fusible link which melts at 125°F to trigger the alarm bell. The powerful mechanism inside is probably a wind-up spring which allows the alarm to be re-set. The catalog is filled with other items of strong appeal to the industrial and research lab. It includes exotic test equipment, special transformers and timers—many offered at a considerable saving.

There is a critical shortage of trained service technicians in the home-entertainment field. So the industry has gathered under the banner of its trade organization, the Electronics Industries Association, to refill the servicing bucket emptied by technician drought. One notable effort is to sponsor the publication of training materials for use in schools.

A happy result is the newly published Basic Television: Theory and Servicing, (Second Edition, McGraw-Hill, $8.95. 302 pages). It’s a text and lab manual to accompany vocational and technical courses. If you’re beginning in the service game, even without benefit of classroom training, this book is an excellent reference for the bench. Unlike other works which deal in pure theory, this one unrelentingly points the reader toward a singular goal: to get him to a service bench fixing busted TVs in the shortest possible time. There is theory, to be sure, but the text is heavily loaded with the practical side of service.

If you’re wondering what replaces a re-triggerable monostable flip-flop made by Indonesian craftsmen, you’ll probably find it in the 1971 HEP Semiconductor Cross-Reference Guide & Catalog. It’s offered free by Motorola wherever their HEP products are sold. The guide lists no less than 31,000 semiconductors replaceable by a mere 400 odd HEP numbers. There’s a section on electrical ratings, outline drawings and terminal locations of HEP semiconductors.

RCA’s replacement series of transistors, rectifiers, thyristors and ICs also has been updated with a new publication. Called the SK Series Top-of-the-Line Replacement Guide (SPG-202L), the 35¢ 72-pager shows how 96 SK numbers can interchange with over 20,000 semiconductors found in entertainment and industrial equipment.

Another experimenter’s delight describing a company’s products is the Eveready Battery Applications and Engineering Data Book. Only this one you pay for: it’s $6.95. Yet it’s still a bargain if you do more than routine battery changing. Within its 752 pages it gives any spec, charging condition, or selection data you could ask for. This edition also introduces details on new nickel-cadmium cells that can be recharged.

If your work touches on microwave, take a look at Bulletin 94 from Lectronic Research Labs (Atlantic & Ferry Ave., Camden, N.J., 08104). The 64-page catalog is filled with the plumbing which ducts the fragile signals of satellites, telephone relay, radar and other sky-high soup into the land of the galloping gigacycles.

---
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As a result of a Ugandan military coup early in 1971, two former East African allies have become bitter enemies. Tanzania leans toward the left, Uganda toward the right—although these categories are oversimplifications when applied to the African political scene.

Radio Tanzania at Dar-es-Salaam has its own international service, using a high-power transmitter provided by the Chinese. It sometimes is heard in North America on 15435 kc around 1800 EST but never too clearly.

Radio Tanzania's home service occasionally makes it on 5985 kc and 5050 kc. If you should hear the latter, try for Radio Uganda's Kampala transmitter on 5026 kc.

As we approach spring, chances of hearing 60- and 49-meter signals from lower Africa will improve. Shortly after the military takeover in Uganda last year, a British electronics firm announced that it had received a contract to build a new high-power broadcasting facility in Uganda so, everything considered, it might be a good idea to check all four channels regularly. You may hear some history being made—as well as some rare and attractive East African music.

A hot item from a European correspondent says that transmissions of German Freedom Station 904 have not been heard since October 1, 1971, and it is assumed the station has discontinued operations. This German-language station, based in East Germany, was the mouthpiece of the outlawed West Germany Communist Party (KPD) that began its broadcasts in August 1956.

Like its sister broadcaster, The German Soldier's Station, which continues to operate on 935 kc, Station 904 claimed to be operating from a secret location in West Germany. Actually, it was operating from Magdeburg, in East Germany (on 908 kc), using a 100-kilowatt transmitter. Prior to October 1, the station was on the air about 21 hours a week, carrying slanted news and commentaries generally critical of life in West Germany. It can be assumed the station was taken off the air as part of an effort to increase cooperation and reduce tensions in the area.

We are now at the peak of the medium-wave BCB DX season. While conditions have not been spectacular during the past few years due to high sunspot count, every BCB season has its share of interesting loggings. This year is no exception.

At Rosarito Beach, Baja California's Mexican-border station, XERB (on 1090 kc) has become station XEPRS. Previous format was split equally between rock and religion. New format will be 100 percent underground rock. Best distant reception of XEPRS will be on Monday mornings around 0300 EST.

CI RN (Niagara Falls, Ont.) was scheduled to switch to 710 kc (from 1600 kc) and a new transmitter site last January 1. Construction and testing of the new facility took eight months. The new Radio Niagara will be highly directional and difficult to bag in most of the U.S.—despite its border location. According to an unsubstantiated report from the International Radio Club of America, a major broadcast expansion is scheduled for the Bahamas. While none of the new frequencies have been announced yet, the Bahamas' original BCB station, ZNS at Nassau, operates 24 hours a day on 1540 kc and has been logged in many parts of North America. The station might provide some clues as to what kind of programming the new broadcasting venture will feature and just when construction is likely to be completed.

By the time you read my column not only should Radio Nederland's new relay on the island of Madagascar (Malagasy Republic) in the Indian Ocean be operating but many DXers will have claimed reception when in fact they've still heard Radio Nederland's old transmitter site at Lopik. Best bet for a Madagascar logging is on 21480 kc between 0730 and 1020 EST. But up until Madagascar is on that frequency during this time period, the Lopik station will be. So be careful that you have correctly identified the transmitter site. Some people are still claiming to have logged the Netherlands when instead [Continued on page 102]
This important job (and its big income) is reserved for a qualified electronics technician. It can be you!

It's a fact. There are thousands of jobs like this one available right now for skilled electronics technicians. What's more, these men are going to be in even greater demand in the years ahead. But how about you? Where do you fit into the picture? Your opportunity will never be greater...so act now to take advantage of it. The first step? Learn electronics fundamentals...develop a practical understanding of transistors, trouble-shooting techniques, pulse circuitry, micro-electronics, computers and many other exciting new developments in this growth field. Prepare yourself now for a job with a bright future...unlimited opportunity with lasting security...prestige and a steadily growing paycheck.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics courses have been stepping stones to good jobs in electronics for thousands of ambitious men. Why not join them? You can learn at home, in your spare time, and tuition is remarkably low. Read the important information on the facing page. Then fill out the postage-free reply card and drop it in the mail today. Without obligation we'll send you all the details. But act now...and get your high-paying job just that much sooner.
How You Can Succeed In Electronics
...Select Your Future From Seven Career Programs

The "right" course for your career
Cleveland Institute offers not one, but seven different and up-to-date Electronics Home-Study Programs. Look them over. Pick the one that is "right" for you. Then mark your selection on the bound-in reply card and send it to us. In a few days you will have complete details ... without obligation.

1A. Electronics Technology
A comprehensive program covering Automation, Communications, Computers, Industrial Controls, Solid-State Devices, and preparation for a 1st Class FCC License.

1B. Electronics Technology with Laboratory
Includes all areas of Course 1A including 1st Class FCC License preparation. In addition, student receives 161-piece Electronics Laboratory and 17 "lab" lessons for "hands-on" experience.

2. Broadcast Engineering
Here's an excellent studio engineering program which will get you a 1st Class FCC License. Now includes Video Systems, Monitors, FM Stereo Multiplex, Color Transmitter Operation and Remote Control.

3. First Class FCC License
If a 1st Class FCC ticket is your goal, this streamlined program will do the trick and enable you to maintain and service all types of transmitting equipment.

4. Electronic Communications
Mobile Radio, Microwave and 2nd Class FCC preparation are just a few of the topics covered in this "compact" program. Highly recommended for jobs with telephone companies.

5. Industrial Electronics & Automation
This exciting program includes many important subjects such as Computers, Electronic Heating and Welding, Industrial Controls, Servo-mechanisms and Solid-State Devices.

6. Electronics Engineering
A college-level course for men already working in Electronics ... covers Steady-State and Transient Network Theory, Solid-State Physics and Circuity, Pulse Techniques, Computer Logic and Mathematics through Calculus.

An FCC License...or your money back!
The CIE courses described here will prepare you for the FCC License specified. In fact, we are so certain of their effectiveness we offer this warranty. Should you fail to pass the FCC examination after completing a CIE license preparation course, we will refund all tuition payments. You get an FCC license ... or your money back. This warranty is valid during the entire completion time established for your course.

CIE's AUTO-PROGRAMMED Lessons help you learn faster and easier
Cleveland Institute uses the new programmed learning approach. Our Auto-Programmed Lessons present facts and concepts in small, easy-to-understand bits ... reinforce them with clear explanations and examples. Students learn more thoroughly and faster through this modern, simplified method. You, too, will absorb ... retain ... advance at your own pace.

Employment Assistance available for all CIE students ... at no extra cost
Once enrolled with CIE, you will get a bimonthly listing of high-paying, interesting jobs available with top companies throughout the country. Many CIE graduates hold such jobs with leading companies like American Airlines, AT&T, General Electric, General Telephone and Electronics, IBM, Motorola, Penn Central Railroad, Raytheon, RCA, Westinghouse and Xerox ... to name a few.

CIE Lessons are continually up-dated
All lesson books and materials from CIE are continually revised or replaced according to the current needs of industry and the rapidly advancing and changing state of the art.

New Revised G.I. Bill Benefits:
All CIE courses are approved for full tuition refund under the new G.I. Bill. If you served on active duty since January 31, 1955, OR are in service now with more than 180 days active duty, check box on reply card or coupon to get latest G.I. Bill information.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street Cleveland, Ohio 44114

If card has been removed, mail this coupon for 2 FREE BOOKS

Name ________________________________ Age ______
Address _________________________________
City __________________________ State ______ Zip ______

☐ Electronics Technology ☐ Broadcast Engineering
☐ Industrial Electronics
☐ Electronics Technology with Laboratory ☐ FCC License
☐ Electronics Technology ☐ First Class FCC License
☐ Industrial Electronics & Automation

I am especially interested in:

☐ Electronics Technology ☐ Broadcast Engineering
☐ Electronic Communications
☐ Electronics Technology with Laboratory ☐ Industrial Electronics & Automation

Name ________________________________ Age ______
Address _________________________________
City __________________________ State ______ Zip ______

☐ Veterans & Servicemen

check here for G.I. Bill information.

Accredited Member National Home Study Council
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SOME ten years ago I got the bug to get into electronic manufacturing. I brought out a 10-watt dummy-load wattmeter for CB, complete with modulation monitor. It was a nice job and sold for $15. Unless you have manufactured a product you have no realization of how inexpensive parts can be when bought wholesale. It's a lot different from buying parts at a radio store. My wattmeter, complete with meter, case and all parts, cost around $4. You have to figure four to five times the parts cost as the end selling price for most equipment.

I took my wattmeter around to a few stores and in came the orders. When I signed on as a manufacturer's rep to cover New York and New England, it was just a matter of days before I was completely swamped with orders. From then on there were just headaches. Getting delivery of parts, whipping the fellow who was supposed to assemble the units, then getting them shipped out.

I could see that either I had to be satisfied with a small business or else drop everything else I was doing and tend to wattmeters full time. I needed a plant, workers, shipping department, bookkeeper and so on or else time to do these things myself. I gave it up. The CB wattmeter was too successful for me! If I hadn't been working so hard at starting a new magazine I could have built the wattmeter business into a good-size company.

Back in the early '50s I started a small company to build and sell loudspeaker cabinets. I had no money so the first orders were filled by getting the money and then having the speakers built by a shop. This escalated during the next four years into a complex of seven factories and ended only when I blundered in trusting my partner. I lost the works but I did learn how to put a product on the market, starting with nothing, and make it a success. That's worth a couple years from anyone's life.

How many times have you wished there was some way you could make money from your electronics hobby? Just how practical is this dream? Is it really possible for a relative newcomer to get in there and compete with old timers and established companies? Obviously it is or we wouldn't have so many new businesses coming into the field of electronic manufacturing.

What does it cost to start a new company? That depends, of course, on what the product is. A relatively inexpensive product can be marketed for a few hundred dollars. But one of the major pitfalls for most new businessmen is underestimating the costs of getting started. You not only have to figure out how much your product will cost (for parts and assembly) but you have to add in the costs of advertising (which are not inconsequential), specification sheets, your profit, bookkeeping (you may not need much bookkeeping but the government has a lot of records they want you to keep for them and this can run up quite a bill), accounting (the accountant guides you through tax mazes and speaks on your behalf when the IRS has questions), shipping costs, secretarial costs, warranty work and exhibit costs at shows and conventions. Shows are helpful, not only in getting customers to see your product, but in getting personal reactions which can benefit your design.

Aside from miscellaneous expenses, if you're going to sell through radio and parts stores you should figure on a 10 percent mark-up for your rep and another 50 percent for the store. Now you can see how a $4 wattmeter escalates to $15 without any big profits. Add $2 for the cost of labor, a carton and instruction sheet—plus a 50 percent markup over overhead, sales, advertising, etc.—and you're at the $9 level. Ten percent more for the rep brings you to $10, 50 percent more for the distributor brings the net selling price to $15.

If it's that easy to start a company and be successful why are there so many failures? It isn't as easy to fail as you might think. When looking back over the many companies that have tried and failed in the field of amateur radio it strikes me that most of them had to really work hard to fail.

There are some basic rules for success in 

[Continued on page 104]
TIPS

Excedrin headache No. 15—a tight phone-plug jack and greasy fingers. Such a combination is guaranteed to cause frustration when you go to remove a PL-55 phone plug with a Bakelite shell. But it is considerably easier to get a good grip on a Bakelite phone plug if you put a \( \frac{3}{8} \)-in. rubber furniture tip over the shell as shown. And there's another benefit, too. The rubber tip will give a bit of protection if the plug should be stepped on.

Ever wished you had just another 3 ft. of blue, or some other color wire? Here's a simple way to have any color, yet reduce your wire stock to use one roll of white wire in each type and size you need. Felt-tip marking pens will permanently mark white wire with stripes, or you can completely color the wire. To stripe, secure one end then twist, slide marker on wire. The wire will have a stripe.
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meter will work just as well. Next mount and interconnect all chassis-mounted components.

Wire switches S2 and S3. Both switches should be the shorting type as indicated in the Parts List. Otherwise you stand the chance of eventually burning out the contacts as you advance either switch through their positions. After wiring both S2 and S3, mount them on the chassis and interconnect them as indicated in Figs. 5 and 7.

The last two subassemblies to be completed and interconnected into the circuit are the heatsinks holding transistors Q1 and Q2. Apply heat-sink compound to Q1 and Q2 liberally according to directions. Connect both transistors to the rest of the circuit with heavy gauge (at least No. 16) stranded wire.

Calibration. In order to calibrate the power supply, you will need a zero-center VTVM, a 1.35 V mercury battery and holder, and 1.350-ohm, 1% resistor. Connect one end of the resistor to the minus terminal of the battery holder. Solder a wire to the positive terminal. After allowing the VTVM to warm up and stabilize, attach the positive wire from the battery holder to the VTVM's positive lead, and the free end of the resistor to the meter's minus lead.

Before you turn on the power supply, set the Voltage Range switch to zero volts, and the Current Range switch to its 2 A position. Make sure you have inserted a wire jumper between terminals BP1 and BP2. Also insert a wire jumper between BP3 and BP4. Turn on the power—the voltage-mode lamp should light, and the voltage across R20 should be between -0.3 to -0.5 V as read on a VOM. If both Q1 and Q2 feel cool to your touch, connect the VOM to the output terminals. If you read zero volts, advance S2. Make sure that the voltmeter indicates upscale as you rotate R32. Your next step is to calibrate both voltage- and current-sense inputs of IC1 and IC2, respectively.

With the VTVM's function switch in the zero-center position, connect the meter's positive lead to circuit ground (terminal F on the perfboard). The negative lead goes to pin 4 of IC2. Disconnect the wire connecting IC2's pin 4 to pot R21. Adjust R30 until the meter needle returns to center scale position. Now reconnect the wire.

Repeat the above procedure for IC1, but reverse meter/battery-resistor leads so that the meter's negative lead is attached to circuit ground. Attach the positive wire to pin 5 of IC1. Disconnect the wire from IC1's pin 5 to switch S4. Adjust R23 until the meter needle again returns to center scale position—then reconnect the wire.

After calibrating both E- and I-Sense Inputs (and with the current range switch in its 2 A position and R21 turned full counterclockwise), short the output terminals of the power supply. Current mode lamp L2 will light, indicating that the current-limiting circuit is working properly. Increase R21—the meter will advance as you turn the % Current pot.

Both Q1 and Q2 will become too warm to touch after a short time. When this happens, remove the short and set S3 to its 10 ma. position. With S2 turned down to zero volts, adjust R32 for 1 or 2 V. Connect a voltmeter across the output terminals. Compare the voltmeter reading with the voltage shown on R32's counter face.

If the voltages don't agree, or if the voltmeter's reading starts to change as Q1/Q2 cool off, adjust R19 until both counter face and voltmeter readings are the same. Repeat this procedure several times until output voltage remains the same whether both output transistors are cool or hot.

Using the Power Supply. Where both the power supply and project under test are at the same location, always connect both jumpers at the output binding posts as indicated in the schematic. Without the jumpers, the power supply won't work. Also, never jump BP1 to BP3 or BP4 to BP2. This can damage the power supply.

The programmable power supply outshines every other kind of power source when your project under test is separated from it by several yards of wire. For instance, you might be trying out a home-brewed RF preamplifier—up at the antenna. Voltage input from the supply to the preamp must be, say, exactly 12 V. Otherwise, gain measurements will be inaccurate.

Disconnect the jumper strapping BP3 to BP4 at the power supply. Run cables from BP1/BP2 and BP3 up to the roof-mounted preamp. Connect a separate wire to BP4 and run it up to the preamp. Connect this third wire to the end of the wire coming from BP3. The wire from BP4 senses the voltage drop in the power supply cable and adjusts the
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supply’s output to deliver the programmed output (12 V in this instance) at the load.

If you’re more interested in keeping tabs on output current, remove the jumper linking BP1 and BP2. Follow our procedure outlined above. The power supply will automatically monitor current delivered to your project.

Of course, you may want to monitor both voltage and current simultaneously. Four cables—two sensing and two sending power—go from supply to the load. Simply make sure that BP1’s polarity is always positive with respect to BP4.

**How To Defeat Color TV Beat**

Continued from page 82

do I actually get rid of it?"

“Well, sir, the reason you are losing color when you fine tune the beat pattern out is that a circuit in the TV called the color killer turns off the color circuits as soon as you detune slightly. This is the way it should be under normal conditions. However, you have exceptionally strong adjacent channels due to your cable installation. What you’ll have to do is lower the color killer’s threshold adjustment so that the color circuits will continue to operate even though you detune.”

He said rather impatiently, “You are giving me quite a harangue. How do I do it?”

I laughed, “Turn on channel ten and detune until you get rid of the beat. Then go to the back of the TV and adjust the color killer control until it just brings in the color. That should do it. If you’re not successful, call me and I’ll stop by.”

“Thank you, but I don’t think that will be necessary.” He hung up.

I shrugged and chalked it all up to public relations. That was until the following day when I received a check in the mail for $9.95 plus tax and a thank-you note signed by John Barclay.

A Can of Colored Worms. A friend of mine, Jerry Hahn, has built up a good TV antenna business over the years. I give him jobs on a subcontract basis now and then, with the assurance he will leave the servicing to me.

One of his jobs was to install a new color rig for a customer who just moved into town. While Jerry was there finishing up I received a call from the set owner. He said, “Your friend just installed a new antenna and the pictures are lousy. He says it’s the fault of the TV, but I think there’s something wrong with his installation.”

“I’ll be right over,” I answered.

The TV did receive poor color pictures. Jerry was sitting on the sofa trying to mask his impatience. The customer just glared at the set.

The color picture showed a herringbone beat in the sections of solid color. Around the edges of chairs and doorways colored worms writhed round and round. I tried fine tuning the TV. The interference changed but could not be tuned out.

Since the interference was tunable the cause of the problem was inside the TV—any interference that remains fairly stable during tuning is usually external.

A common color beat that is caused by TV circuits is the 920-ke signal. This is a beat frequency that is developed due to intermodulation between the color subcarrier and the sound carrier. It must be suppressed. Otherwise it appears on the face of the CRT.

To suppress it, you have to tap out the sound that remains once the audio signal is tapped off and sent to the audio circuits. There are two traps installed in the output of the third video IF amplifier that are supposed to do this job. One is a small potentiometer with a screwdriver adjustment aptly called sound reject. The other is a hex-head dillies stick adjustment confusingly called a 41.25-mc trap. Both are usually mounted next to the third IF stage.

Most of the time, adjusting the sound-reject pot is all that is needed. On occasion, the 41.25-mc trap needs a touchup, too.

I tuned in the picture for best color reception. Then I watched the TV screen closely with the aid of my hand mirror and adjusted the sound-reject pot. As I turned it the colors brightened up and the beat all but disappeared. Next, I took my plastic dillies stick, inserted it into the 41.25-mc trap and gingerly rocked it about a quarter turn either way. The rest of the beat disappeared.

Even though this is a sound adjustment, you don’t affect the audio at all. You’re simply suppressing extra sound that is leaking into the picture.

Jerry had an “I told you so” smile on his face. The customer smiled, too. Then the customer said, “I’ll have to confess. It’s been that way a long time, but I figured a new antenna job would fix it.”
Converter for 2-Meters

Continued from page 78

installing transistor Q1. This type of transistor can be damaged by mishandling. Q1 comes with a small wire wrapped around the leads, shorting them together. Do not remove this strap until Q1 is soldered into the circuit. And don't handle Q1 by its leads. Hold the transistor by its case.

In the first RF amplifier, you will note that the transistor Q1 has its Source and Gate No. 2 leads soldered directly to two button capacitors (C1 and C3). Both capacitors are bolted to the mounting plate. This mounting method greatly improves the stability of this stage. One end of coils L2 and L4 are also connected to button capacitors.

Build the power supply so components C23-C24, R12 and R13 can be connected to the rest of the converter later. This will enable you to test the power supply separately. With a VTM connected across C23, you should read from 12 to 13.5 VDC.

Aligning the Converter. Assuming that the power supply is working properly, connect it to the rest of the converter. A short piece of RG59/U coax serves to connect the converter to your receiver. Tune your rig to 16 mc. After turning on the converter, you'll hear a definite increase in background noise. Adjust coil L6 for maximum noise.

Operating the Converter. The 2-meter band appears on your receiver from 14 to 18 mc. The low end of the band, or 144 mc, is tuned at 14 mc on the dial, while 148 mc shows up at the 18 mc marking on your rig. If you plan on using the converter with a transmitter, install a transmit/receive relay or some other method of shorting the antenna input while you are transmitting.

COIL DATA

(All wire No. 20 bare except as indicated)
L1—six turns, 1⁄4-in. dia., tapped two turns from ground for antenna.
L2—five turns, 1⁄4-in. dia.
L3—four turns, 5/16-in. dia.
L4—five turns, 5/16-in. dia.
L5—four turns, 5/16-in. dia.
L6—twenty-two turns No. 28 enameled wire wound (closewound) on a 3⁄8-in. dia. slug-tuned form. Secondary four turns No. 22 solid hookup wire wound on top of primary.
L7—eight turns closewound No. 20 enameled wire on 1⁄4-in. slug-tuned form.
L8—five turns, wire 1⁄4-in. dia.
L9—nine turns, 5/16-in. dia.
You’ve got the right hookup if you read ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED. But let us introduce you also to MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED, EI’s companion publication. MI, America’s favorite how-to-do magazine, tunes in electronics sometimes but also deals with the latest on cars, home improvements, family finances, workshop projects, health, the outdoors, recreation vehicles, boating, snowmobiles, power and hand tools and much, much more.

EI readers are invited to cash in on a special MI offer. Put in for one year—12 big issues—of MI, and it will cost you just $2.95*. We’ll bill you later. But if you send in $2.95 today, we’ll throw in one bonus issue. That’s 13 information-packed issues in all! Take advantage of this deal pronto!

*Add 25¢ in Canada.

MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED, Circulation Dept.,
Fawcett Bldg., Greenwich, Conn. 06830.

Please send me MI:

☐ Twelve issues—one year. NAME
$2.95. Bill me later. ADDRESS

☐ Thirteen issues—one year CITY STATE
plus one bonus issue. $2.95. Payment enclosed.

☐ I am now a subscriber, ex-

[Form to fill out and mail for subscription to MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED]
Many products advertised in this issue offer you further information direct from the manufacturer. At the bottom of many ads will be a "Circle No." line. This means that the advertiser offers you further product information, free, right to your mailbox.

Look through the advertising, and turn to page 15. Circle the advertisers' number, complete the coupon, and we will take care of the rest.

Message Repeater

Continued from page 43

back speaker; but it's clear enough to check your recording.

Connect binding posts BP1 and BP2 to your phone line. Set S1 to on and S2 to line. Dial one digit to stop the dial tone and press PB1. The tape mechanism will start, and if T2's wiring is correct, you will hear the recording in the phone.

Next, have a friend call you. On the first or second ring RY1 should pull in, causing RY2 to close and the tape mechanism to start, thereby playing back your recording into the phone. If RY1 does not pull in when the phone rings there is a wiring error in the RY1, S1B's or S2B's circuit.

Before using the repeater you must adjust the tape-loop length to match the timing of the cam switch on the tape mechanism. Cycle the repeater twice by pressing PB1. When the loop stops, carefully mark the outside of the tape, with a marking crayon or a soft pencil, directly at the center of the record/playback head. Cycle the unit again. When the loop stops you will note the mark on the tape is not opposite the playback head. Don't disturb the tape, but apply another mark to the tape opposite the center of the record/playback head.

Carefully pull the capstan's rubber idler wheel away from the tape and feed the tape through by hand until the first tape mark is opposite the head. Take extreme care not to move the capstan (which drives the switch cam). When the first mark is opposite the head, release the idler and cycle the mechanism. When it stops the second tape mark should be opposite the center of the playback head. If it isn't, repeat the procedure until you have the two marks in precise position. Then cut out the tape between the two marks.

Cut between the marks and pull out the tape from the right side—where it feeds into the head. Line up the two marks and make the splice, pulling out as little tape as is necessary. You might have to remove a full loop of tape; if so, remove the tape by unspooling the piece from the left side. Don't worry if it appears there is too much slack; after a few cycles the loop will take up the excess slack.

Using the Repeater. The repeater can be left permanently connected to the phone lines through a phone jack as section S1B or S1.
disconnects the repeater. To record a message set S2 to record; S2 disconnects the repeater even when power switch S1 is on. Set S3 to record, press PB1, wait a second and record your message. After the tape mechanism cycles off, set S3 to playback and set S2 to line. When you want the phone to repeat your message simply set S1 to on.

In case of difficulty. Start troubleshooting by first checking RY2’s contact connections. The two contacts at the extreme right in the schematic latches RY2’s coil to ground through the normally-closed contacts of RY3. Relay RY2’s right contacts are initially triggered to ground through RY1’s contacts, which close when the phone rings. Relay RY2’s middle contacts connects T2’s secondary to the phone line. The right contacts ground B1’s positive terminal causing the tape mechanism’s motor to start.

When the tape mechanism’s cam contacts close they apply power to RY3. Relay RY3’s normally-closed contacts open, releasing the holding contacts on RY2, causing RY2 to drop out. Simultaneously, RY3’s contacts maintain B1’s ground, keeping the motor running until the cam contacts open. When the cam contacts open, relay RY3 drops out and the motor stops. The repeater is then ready to receive another call, or to record a new message.

Career in Aerospace Electronics?

Continued from page 63

What about the future? Obviously, for the moment everything is not coming up roses. As the economy picks up and Vietnam winds down, however, the situation could brighten considerably. Gloomy prospects for the next two years could turn into glowing predictions for the coming decade if events take a turn for the better. Aerospace electronics is a viable alternative for a career if you make sure it is an alternative to something else.

A broad preparation in electronics, realism about your skills and the job market, flexibility about your goals and hopes and imagination concerning the future are the ingredients for a successful career in uncertain times.

March, 1972
**Flameless heat**

1000°

Instant, precise heat for 1001 uses — shrink tubing, soldering-desoldering, forming, bonding, deburring, drying, setting adhesives. World's most complete line. Models from 200-1000°F. Send for new free Catalog 75.

You can hold in your hand

**Master Heat Guns**

1746 Flett Ave., Racine, WI 53403

CIRCLE NUMBER 14 ON PAGE 15

---

**The Listener**

Continued from page 89

they are hearing super-power signals (evenings EST) from RN's Bonaire station.

Propagation Forecast. As the days get longer in the northern hemisphere—and static levels begin to increase—there will be fewer DX openings than during the winter months. Although transatlantic medium-wave DX will still be possible, opportunities will decline in number, particularly in April.

There will be a seasonal increase in shortwave propagation during April. This will permit more DX openings in the TV and FM bands than at any time since late last summer.

Reception in the shortwave bands generally will be fair to good, except during periods of abnormal atmospheric conditions. Ionospheric disturbances tend to peak during the equinox months.

Best daytime reception will be in the 15-17- and 21-mc bands. At night, reception will be satisfactory in all bands from 6 to 15 mc, depending on the location of the transmitting station. On circuits from southerly locations, for example, the higher bands will be satisfactory.

---

**Light-Sensitive Light Controller**

Continued from page 60

heat-sink assembly, toggle switch S1 and both terminal strips as shown in Fig. 3. Drill a ½-in. dia. hole in the front end of the Minibox. Then cement PC1 in place with a thin layer of epoxy.

Finally, solder all resistors, capacitors and trigger diode D1 into their respective positions in the circuit. Incidentally, D1 is not polarity-sensitive—solder it into the circuit as you would a resistor. Be very careful to watch out for short circuits. They could accidentally connect the chassis to the power line and create a shock hazard.

Adjusting the Controls. This is partially a trial-and-error process. Both potentiometers interact as they are adjusted. Start by setting R2 to its mid-rotation position. Plug your lighting load into SO1 (up to 1,000 watts, remember) and flip S1 to on. Cover PC1 with your finger. Turn R1 (slope) until you've decreased the brightness of the lamps to any desired level.
Perform the next step late in the afternoon, preferably as the sky begins to grow dark. Expose PC1 to ambient light by aiming it away from your home. Next, adjust R2 (depth) until you bring the lamp's brightness down to the lowest possible level.

Repeat the adjustment of pots R1 and R2 until the response pleases you. Remember, as you calibrate and finally use the dimmer, position PC1 so that it can't see the lamps under control. Otherwise, the artificial light source will confuse PC1 and upset circuit calibration.

The Latest on Liquid Crystals

Continued from page 67

would require 65 leads (including those for decimal points). That's a lot of circuitry.

One recent attempt to overcome this problem stems from General Electric. In GE's nematic liquid-crystal display (which has eight digits), a system called AC Coincidence Addressing is used to reduce the number of connections and to simplify drive circuits. All eight digits are connected together by a single lead that connects common segments. Each digit also has a separate lead so it can be individually scanned in sequence (for a total of 16 leads).

Whereas most nematic liquid-crystal displays require a DC voltage to be activated, the GE display is activated by an alternating current. A high-frequency pulse makes the liquid-crystal film appear transparent, a low-frequency pulse makes it appear frosty. Thus, by sequentially addressing certain segments of the display with a low-frequency pulse you can create an alphanumeric (having both letters and numerals) display.

While the GE system is still in the R&D stage, two companies—RCA and Optel (a small company located at Princeton, N.J.)—now have liquid-crystal readouts for sale. Another small company, Ragen Semiconductor (located at Whippany, N.J.), is preparing to market a pocket calculator that will retail for under $100. Its contents? Two large-scale integrated circuits and an eight-digit liquid-crystal display! The calculator will operate from a 12-V battery that, according to the company, should last some 2000 hours. A metropolitan New York department store chain, Alexander's, already has ordered 20,000 of the calculators. They should go on sale early this year.
Continued from page 83

another party requires prearrangement so each station operates on the same channel. In this method, communications can be wiped out by skip interference and other stations working the desired frequencies. This is a colossal waste since a dozen other channels might be free of traffic at the same time. To solve this, the study calls for a system of calling-channel, working-channel.

First, you’d switch around the band to find an empty channel. This becomes the working channel—the one you will use for the main message. Then you’d quickly switch to the standard calling channel and call your station (who’d monitor only the calling channel). In a brief exchange, you’d tell your party to meet you on the clear or working channel.

The second part of the plan is even more novel and is designed to fight skip. To keep that previous calling channel free of interference from distant stations, the U.S. would be divided into four regions, each with its own calling frequency. No region would be assigned the same calling channel. Thus, if your calling channel is 12, you wouldn’t ever be clobbered by skip, since Channel 12 would be assigned to none of the other three regions in the country. Actually, this idea of protecting a frequency is a standard method for keeping apart AM, FM and TV stations. It would require only a small rules change to introduce this benefit to CB.

Ham Shack

Continued from page 94

a small business. Your product must be good and there must be market for it. Your advertising must be the best you can think up. Your mail should be answered immediately and all orders shipped quickly. You must work seven days a week and every waking hour until you can afford to hire additional personnel.

If you do all of these things—and you have a product which has the possibility of volume sales—you should be able to at least double the net worth of your company in a year. You may do a lot better but this would be a minimum figure.

Electronics Illustrated
MAGNETS. All types. Specials: 20 disc magnets, or 2 stick magnets, or 10 small bar magnets, or 8 assorted magnets. $1.00. Maryland Magnet Company, Box 197, Randallstown, Maryland. 21133.


MAGNETS. Wholesale. Borneo Metal Detector, 20% off, silver, relics with world famous Detectron Metal Detectors. Free information. Immediate Delivery. Dept. 3-E1, Box 243, San Gabriel, California 91778.


GUARANTEED MONEY SAVER! "How to Use Bargain Transistors" explains how to build projects with old, unmarked and surplus semiconductors. 132 pages, illustrated. $3. Capitol Corp., 9 Danbury Rd., Wilton, Conn. 06897.

CONVERT ANY television to sensitive, big-screen oscilloscope. Only minor character required. No electronic experience necessary. Illustrated plans. $2.00. Rea-lo-A19, Box 10563, Houston, Texas 77018.

POLICE/FIRE RADIO Dispatcher directories! Exclusive listings, "confidential" frequencies, all areas. Send $1.00 for display card. Communications, Box 56-EX, Comacky, N.Y. 11725.

HOW TO Break Into Radio Television Broadcasting Book $2.00, I.E. Engineering, Box 374, Canoga Park, California 91305.

TELETYPE EQUIPMENT and parts. New and used. Write: E.T.T.Y. Electronics, Box 655, El Cerrito, Calif. 94530.

NEW AMAZING telephone recorder. Automatically records every word each time your telephone is used. Only $24.95. Amplicom, 4334 Tujunga Avenue, North Hollywood, Calif. 91605.


SEMICONDUCTOR ASSORTMENT. Includes I.C.'s, diodes, transistors and assemblies, marked and manufactured by top U.S. manufacturers. Contains 100 pieces at cost. Sent anywhere in the U.S. Money back guarantee. Unitron Kits, P.O. Box 2584, Santa Fe Springs, Calif. 90670.

RUBBER STAMPS. First line $1.00. Additional lines 50¢ each. Good quality. Prompt service. Moyers, 3031 Monroese, Chicago 60618.

FREE GIANT Electronics Catalog. Mc- Cord Electronics, Box 41-E, Sylvan- ia, Ohio 43560.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. JEEPS TYPICALLY From $53.90. Trucks From $78.40. Boats, Typewriters, Airplanes, Multimeters, Oscilloscopes, Transmition Set. Assorted Equipment. Wide Variety, Condition. $100.00 Bid Bargains Direct From Government Na- tionwide. Complete Directory on 108 listings. Surplus Categories Catalog $1.00 (De- ductible First $10.00 Order From Our Separate Included Catalog.) Surplus Service, Box 820-T, Holland, Michigan 49423.


BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES


HOW TO Establish Your Own Successful Mail Order Business. Expert Sources. Merry Free, AM Sales, 22-28A-100 Street, East Elmhurst, New York 11369.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES


EXCITING OVERSEAS Jobs, Director $1.00. Research Associates, Box 942-PW, Belmont, California 94002.

SCHEDULED PLANS. Effective home re- pairs. Tell us your town. Free. Moyer-McIntyre, Box 101 W. 11th St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

BUILD-IT-YOURSELF (OR DO IT YOURSELF)

EXPERIMENTER’S KITS. Audio, test equipment, others. PAIA Electronics, Box H14397, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114.


NEW LOCATOR indicates difference in metals detected. Plans $4.00. Taylor Electronics, P.O. Box 253, Cape May, New Jersey 08204.

HI-FI, STEREO

BUY IRISH taps open reel and cassettes and 6-track blanks at discount prices. Write: Direct Mail Cassette Corp., Box 71, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

TAPE RECORDER

RENT 4-TRACK open reel tapes—all major labels—3,000 different—free bro- chure. Stereo-Part, 55 St. James Drive, Santa Rose, Calif. 95401.

Rental store Asleep with your re- corder, phonograph or amazing new "Electronic Educator" endless tape recorder. Details free. Sleep-Learning Re- search Association, Box 24-E, Olympia, Washington 98501.

MAIL SHOW-Stamp For Free Cata- log. Box 72-E, Redmond, Wash. 98052.

VIDEO COLLECTION must be li- beral. Add at 100¢ per 1/2" tape, Video, Box 33, Harvard Square, Cambridge, Mass. 02138.

SPEECH TAPE #150. 7" reel, polyester $2.59, postpaid, $3.50 dozen. Record- ers, cassettes, open reel music tape (100- pages). Discount to serious, accredited Tape Sales, 1776 Columbia Road N.W. Washington, D.C. 20009.

OLD RADIO Shows On Tape. Free Cata- log. Write P. O. Box 18121, Louisville Ky. 40218.

Your advertisement can reach this mail-buying audience for only 50¢ per word . . . payable in advance [Check or M.O. please] . . . minimum 10 words. Closing dates are the 20th of 4th preceding month i.e. copy for July issue must be in our office by March 20th. Mail to ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED, 1515 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10036. Word counts Zerocounts free. Figure one word: Name, All-Hi-Side (New selling) sets of characters as in keyed (14-D); also abbreviations as 35MM, 0x10, A.C.

SAVE MONEY • ORDER BY MAIL

EDUCATION AND INSTRUCTION


HIGHLY EFFECTIVE home study courses in Electronics Engineering Technology and Electronics Engineering Mathematics. Earn your Degree. Write for Free Descriptive Literature. Cook’s Institute of Electronics Engineering (Dept. 14) P.O. Box 249, Jackson, Miss. 39209 (Established 1945.)

HOME STUDY COURSES IN WATCH-MAKING, ENGRAVING, DIAMOND SETTING AND CLOCK REPAIR. Learn while you earn for a more secure future. For complete information write: Kansas Watch- making Institute, EE-1 101 W. 11th St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105.
RECORDING BUFFS Handle Up to Three Recorders for Dubbing, Editing, and Mixing. The Multimixer TMS-1 Box is $19.95 plus $1.25 Postage, Russound/FMF, Inc., Dept. E, P.O. Box 204, Stratham, N.H. 03885.

KITS AND EQUIPMENT FM Wireless microphone transmitters, FM Telephone transmitters, Infinity transmitters, Security Electronics, P.O. Box 285, Huntington, Va. 29570.

O.E.M. POWER Supplies: Transformer isolated, regulated. 115Vac plus or minus 10% 60 Hz, dual output plus and minus 8Vac, 6mA. Less than .3 percent ripple. Solid potting. Printed circuit board mounting. 1.25 inch square 1.0 inch high. $12.50 plus 50 cents handling, Manchester Electronics, Dept. O2, 20 Meadow St., Manchester, N.H. 03103.

BARGAIN PRICES on Precision Resistors -$1.00 for $1.99 plus 10c for postage, R&R Electronics, 311 E South St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46225.

NOW! ENJOY the great outdoors in comfort with your pocket size electronic Skeeter Skeat mosquito repeller, $9.95 postpaid. Sale action quantified. Detectron, Dept. C-3, P.O. Box 243, San Gabriel, California 91778.

YOUR OWN Electronic Business-Easy-to-lucrative. Details free. Barba-E-LAS, Box 248, Walnut Creek, California 94597.

UNKNOWNS! If you've ever written an article, story, or essay, you don't have to publish a book to see it in print. Our new national magazine—Spectra—will do it for only 74 cents per word! Any topic. No gimmicks. Write: Clearing House Publications, Box 10575, Denver, Colorado 80211.

PRINTED CIRCUITS for projects etched and drilled. Same day service! 25c square inch. Send pattern to: Gary Kramer Electronics, 25520 Graham, Detroit, Michigan 48239.

INSTRUCTIONS:

50¢ a word

Minimum Ad
10 Words

WORD COUNT: Zip code free. Figure one word for name of state (New Jersey); name of city (Little Falls); sets of characters as in key (M-14); abbreviation of Northwest (NW); but note separate initials as in a name (M. D. Brown), 3 words counted as a word each.

DEADLINE FOR ADS: Copy must be in by the 20th day of the fourth preceding month for the issue in which the ad is to appear.

BLANKLINE: May be placed both above and below the ad, if desired. Each blank line is charged as 5 words.

TO: ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED, One Astor Plaza., New York, N.Y. 10036 • Att.: Classified Advertising Dept.

Gentlemen: Here's our copy for the Classified Section of ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED. Remittance of $ is enclosed to cover insertion(s) in the issue(s).
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BUILD 20 RADIO and Electronics Circuits

PROGRESSIVE HOME RADIO-T.V. COURSE

Now Includes

- 12 RECEIVERS
- 5 TRANSMITTERS
- 2 SQ. WAVE GENERATOR
- SIGNAL TRACER
- PROBE
- SIGNAL INJECTOR
- CODE OSCILLATOR
- TRANSISTOR (Solid State) CIRCUITS
- VACUUM TUBE CIRCUITS
- PRINTED CIRCUITS
- TUBING CIRCUITS
- HAND WIRED CIRCUITS

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE

The "Edu-Kit" offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a rock-bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Television Technicians, making use of the most modern methods and techniques. You will learn radio theory, construct and operate radios, learn professional maintenance practice and servicing. The Kit includes full instruction in EVERY DETAIL. You can build radios using regular schematics; learn to wire and solder successfully. You will also learn to trace circuits in the latest developments of Printed Circuit Chassis, including the latest types of printed circuits, punched metal chassises as well as the latest development of Printed Circuit chassis. You will construct and work with RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, detectors, rectifiers, test equipment. You will learn and practice code oscillators; learn to build and practice trouble-shooting, using the Progressive Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal Injector, Progressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator, and the accompanying instructional material.

Training Electronics Technicians Since 1946

FREE EXTRAS

- SET OF TOOLS
- SOLDERING IRON
- ELECTRONICS TESTER
- FLIER-CUTTERS
- MAIL DISCOUNT CARD
- CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
- HONOR INSTRUCTOR MANUAL
- HIGH FIDELITY MUSIC QUIZZES
- TELEVISION BOOK OF RADIO
- MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO-T.V. CLUB
- PROFESSIONAL RADIO C.F.C. AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING
- PRINTED CIRCUITRY

SERVICING LESSONS

You will learn trouble-shooting and servicing in a professional manner. You will practice repairs on the sets that you construct. This will open new avenues and courses of trouble-shooting. You will learn how to maintain, and repair radios, and trouble-shoot using the progressive Signal Tracer, the unique Signal Injector, and the dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester. While you are learning in this practical way, you will be able to do many a major job for your friends and neighbors, and charge fees which will far exceed the price of the "Edu-Kit." Our Consultation Service will help you with any technical problems you may have.

FROM OUR MAIL BAG

J. Statallis, of 35 Poplar Pl., Waterbury, Conn., writes: "I have regained several sets for my friends, and made money. The "Edu-Kit" paid itself. I was ready to spend $240 for a Course, but I bought the "Edu-Kit," and got goods and a Bargain." J. Statallis, of 35 Poplar Pl., Waterbury, Conn.

Robert L. Stick, 
1534 Monroe Ave., Huntington, W. Va.: "I thought I would drop you a few lines to say that I received my Edu-Kit, and was really amazed at such a low price. I have already started experimenting with the radio and phonograph. My friends were really surprised to see me get into the swing of it so quickly." Robert L. Stick, 1534 Monroe Ave., Huntington, W. Va.

PROGRESSIVE "Edu-Kits" INC.

1189 Broadway, Dept. 6244E, New York, N.Y. 11557

UNCONDITIONAL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Please rush my Expanded Radio-T.V. Course with "Edu-Kits" to me.

- Send Course with Edu-Kits postpaid. I enclose full payment of $34.95.
- I enclose $5.00 deposit. Send Course with Edu-Kits C.O.D. for balance of $29.95 plus postage.
- Send me FREE additional information describing Course with Edu-Kits.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY & STATE
ZIP

PROGRESSIVE "Edu-Kits" INC.

1189 Broadway, Dept. 6244E, New York, N.Y. 11557
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Train on this 315 sq. in. picture color TV and get the skills that mean a high-paying career!

**Solid-State — the newest development**

Count on NTS training to always feature the latest electronic equipment.

Now included in two exciting NTS color TV courses, this set is the largest, most advanced color television made. Guided by the NTS "Lab-Project Method" of combining professional kits and easy-to-follow lessons, you build this color TV step by step — learning TV Servicing as you go! NTS has successfully trained thousands of men at home for rewarding careers as electronics technicians. Prepare for the great opportunity fields of TV-Radio Servicing, Computers, Communications, and Automation.

This solid-state color set contains: 45 transistors, 55 diodes, 2 silicon controlled rectifiers, and 4 advanced Integrated Circuits representing an additional 46 transistors and 21 diodes. The first solid-state color TV this large — yours to keep! It features Automatic Fine Tuning; "Instant On"; an Ultra-Rectangular Screen (25 in. diagonal measurement) that lets you see the complete transmitted image for the first time — a full 315 square inches; exclusive built-in Self Servicing features which eliminate the need to buy costly test equipment; exclusive design Solid-State VHF Tuner with an MOS Field Effect Transistor; 3-stage Solid-State IF; Automatic Chroma Control; Adjustable Noise Limiting and Gate Automatic Gain Control; High Resolution Circuitry; Matrix Picture Tube; and a specially formulated Etched Face Plate that eliminates unwanted glare, and heightens contrast. Colors are more vivid, fresh tones more natural, and the picture is sharper than ever before. By training on this unique color TV, you'll gain the most up-to-date skills possible in TV Servicing!

Other valuable equipment you build and keep includes an AM SW Radio, Solid-State Radio, FET Volt-Ohmmeter, and Electronic-Tube Tester. All included in your tuition. You learn troubleshooting, hi-fi, multiplex systems, stereo, and color TV servicing. Step right into a technician's job at top pay or open a business of your own! For complete details on all NTS electronics courses, mail the coupon today for the full-color NTS Catalog. No obligation. No salesman will call.

Electronics Illustrated
Build this set and learn solid-state circuitry— the electronics of today!

in color TV — comes to home training.

NTS ELECTRONICS & COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
Build this exclusive NTS Computer-Trainer! Loaded with integrated circuits, it shows you the how, what, and why of computers. Learn this exciting field faster, more thoroughly. You also assemble and learn to operate an FET Volt-Ohmmeter and 5” wide band Oscilloscope.

NTS BLACK & WHITE TV AND RADIO SERVICING
Learn all phases of television, radio, stereo, and hi-fi. You receive this 74 sq. in. picture Solid-State B&W TV, Lo-Silho “Superhet” Radio, FET Volt-Ohmmeter, Solid-State Radio, Electronic Tube Checker, and Signal Generator. Start earning extra money even before you complete the course!

NTS ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATIONS & F.C.C.
Gain the security and prestige of owning an F.C.C. First Class Radio-Telephone License! Two comprehensive NTS courses cover the big opportunity field of transmitting and receiving. You build 14 kits, including a 5 watt AM Transceiver, 6 Transistor Pocket Radio, and FET Volt-Ohmmeter. Learn 2-way radio, Citizens Band, micro-waves and radar.

NTS INDUSTRIAL & AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS
Automation is the future of industry and you can play an important part! Learn industrial controls by training on the NTS Electro-Lab -- a complete workshop. You also build and operate this 5” wide band Oscilloscope. And you perform experiments that involve regulating motor speeds, temperature, pressure, liquid level, and much more.

Classroom Training at Los Angeles. You can take classroom training at Los Angeles in sunny Southern California. NTS occupies a city block with over a million dollars in technical facilities. Check box in coupon.

APPROVED FOR VETERANS
Accredited Member: National Association of Trade & Technical Schools; National Home Study Council.

NTS BLACK & WHITE TV AND RADIO SERVICING
Learn all phases of television, radio, stereo, and hi-fi. You receive this 74 sq. in. picture Solid-State B&W TV, Lo-Silho “Superhet” Radio, FET Volt-Ohmmeter, Solid-State Radio, Electronic Tube Checker, and Signal Generator. Start earning extra money even before you complete the course!

NTS ELECTRONICS & COMMUNICATIONS & F.C.C.
Gain the security and prestige of owning an F.C.C. First Class Radio-Telephone License! Two comprehensive NTS courses cover the big opportunity field of transmitting and receiving. You build 14 kits, including a 5 watt AM Transceiver, 6 Transistor Pocket Radio, and FET Volt-Ohmmeter. Learn 2-way radio, Citizens Band, micro-waves and radar.

NTS INDUSTRIAL & AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS
Automation is the future of industry and you can play an important part! Learn industrial controls by training on the NTS Electro-Lab -- a complete workshop. You also build and operate this 5” wide band Oscilloscope. And you perform experiments that involve regulating motor speeds, temperature, pressure, liquid level, and much more.

Please rush Free Color Catalog and Sample Lesson Plus Information on course checked below. No obligation. No salesman will call.

National Technical Schools
4000 S. Figueroa St. Los Angeles, Calif. 90037

Check box marked ( ) in coupon to attend NTS classes at Los Angeles, Calif., and the following courses.

Color TV Servicing (For Advanced Technicians)
Master Course in Color TV Servicing
Master Course in B&W TV & Radio Servicing
Master Course in Electronic Communication
Practical Radio Servicing
Radio Servicing
Master Course in Electronics Technology
Industrial and Automation Electronics
Computer Electronics
Basic Electronics
High School at Home

Name
Age
Address
City State Zip

No obligation. No salesman will call.
if you go for four channel...

you don’t have to go for broke

Buy yourself a miracle for as little as $209.95. That’s all it takes to get your conventional two-channel stereo to do anything any total four-channel receiver and control center can do, now or in the future.

The Sansui QS500 and QS100 converters are complete Four-Channel Synthesizer-Decoder-Rear-Amplifier-and-Control-Center combinations that transform standard two-channel stereo totally. The only other equipment you need is another pair of speakers.

You can decode any compatibly matrixed four-channel broadcasts or recordings and reproduce them in four authentic channels. You can detect the ambient signals present in most two-channel recordings or broadcasts and propagate them through the rear channels. In Sansui matrixing, the exclusive phase-shift technique prevents the cancellation of some signals and the change in location of others that occur in many matrixing systems. And the exclusive phase modulators restore the effect of the live sound field.

You can plug in a four-channel reel-to-reel or cartridge deck or any other discrete source. In the future — if you should have to — you can add any adaptor, decoder or whatever-you-for any four-channel system for disc or broadcast that anyone’s ever hinted at. And a full complement of streamlined controls lets you select any function or make any adjustment quickly and positively.

The QS500 features three balance controls for front-rear and left-right, separate positions for decoding and synthesizing, two-channel and four-channel tape monitors, electrical rotation of speaker output, alternate-pair speaker selection, and four VU meters. Total IHF power for the rear speakers is 120 watts (continuous power per channel is 40 watts at 4 ohms, 33 watts at 8 ohms), with TH or IM distortion below 0.5% over a power bandwidth of 20,000 Hz. In its own walnut cabinet, the QS500 sells for $279.95.

An alternate four-channel miracle-maker is the modest but well-endowed QS100, with total IHF music power of 50 watts (continuous power per channel of 18 watts at 4 ohms and 15 watts at 8 ohms). In a walnut cabinet, it sells for $209.95.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Woodside, New York 11377 • Gardena, California 90240
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan • Sansui Audio Europe S. A., Antwerp, Belgium
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